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Introduction

This packet has been designed as a supplement to Integrated Chinese Level 2, first edition,
published by Cheng and Tsui. Its initial purpose was to correct errors and omissions in the IC
Textbook and Workbook. It has evolved, however, to include not only errata but also additional
explanations and exercises for use in the classroom and at home.  For each lesson, the packet
contains the following sections:

1. Errata (including corrections to the vocabulary list and grammar notes in the Textbook, and to
the homework exercises in the Workbook).  The section also includes vocabulary usage notes, a
relisting of hard-to-write characters (which are difficult to see in the IC Textbook because of the
dark background), and glosses of unfamiliar words which appear in the homework.

2. Grammar Notes.  These are meant to supplement or in some cases replace the grammar
explanations in IC.  In many instances short exercises are appended to the explanations.

3. Simplified Character Exercise.  These exercises are designed to systematically introduce
simplified characters to students who were exposed only to traditional characters in first-year
Chinese.  They are designed to complement the current lesson’s vocabulary and homework
assignments.

4. Activities and Exercises.  Designed for in-class use.

5. Reading Guidelines.  These are for the student’s own use when preparing the lesson text.

6. Supplementary Translation Exercises.  This can be used toward the end of the lesson for
comprehensive, integrated review of the vocabulary and grammar.

7. Instructor’s Materials.  (These appear only in the Instructor Edition.)

Use of the packet is for the most part self-explanatory. The one activity type which requires
some explanation is the pair-work exercise. These activities are marked in the packet by two
boxes, one of which is headed A and the other B. The two students working together must decide
who will play the role of A and who will play the role of B. Student A should look only at the
box headed A, and Student B should look only at the box headed B. This is to ensure that
students practice speaking and listening, instead of silently reading the lines which their partner
is reading aloud. Students should carefully read the instructions. It is often the case that Student
A, for example, will have only a single line of instructions corresponding to a half dozen
sentences to be read by Student B. Only by reading the instructions will Student A be aware of
how s/he is supposed to react to Student B. All of these pair-work exercises are designed so that
both students will get equal practice with all facets of the activity. There is usually no need for
the students to switch places and repeat the exercise, although this can of course be done
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Selected List of Chinese

Grammatical Terms

míngcí �� noun

dòngcí �� verb

xíngróngcí ��� adjective

fùcí �� adverb

liáncí �� conjunction

jiècí 	� preposition

shùcí 
� number

liàngcí �� measure word

shùliàngcí 
�� number + measure word

bûyû � (verbal) complement

zhûyû � subject

bïnyû � object

zhûwèi �� topic

shùwèi �� comment
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Lesson 8: ��������������������������������

1. Errata

Corrected or additional items are underlined.

I. Vocabulary Corrections (Textbook pp. 135-137)

�� v shàngyân (of plays or movies) to start showing,
debut, come out

� v yân (of plays or movies) to show [add
after ��]

 ! �� adv ôu’êr occasionally
"#$ ��� n jìlù piàn documentary film
%&$ n kâtöng piàn cartoon film
'( v yînqî give rise to, arouse, provoke, ignite
)* ��      jùshuö it is said that; allegedly
+, v, n jiàoyù educate, education
-. adv fân’ér on the contrary
/0 	
      nàyàng that manner; that kind
123 �� n xiâoháir small kid

Usage notes:

• Although 45 and 6 tái are often used interchangeably, technically 45 refers to a channel
or frequency, while 6 refers to a broadcast station. Thus 786 is the Beijing broadcast station,
which may be received on different channels (45) in different locations.

• 39 vs. 2:: 39 is a somewhat formal term used only in the collective sense. Individual
children are always referred to as 2:. Furthermore, 39 is only used for young children (up to
about Grade 6), while 2: can, when used to describe the relationship of parent to child, refer to
people of any age. Refer to the example sentences given on p. 135 of the textbook.

• ;< vs. =>: ;< (literally ‘head of household’) usually refers to parents in the context of
school life, while => is a more general term. Again, see the example sentences on p. 136.

• The phrase ?*, literally ‘dare to say’, is used idiomatically to mean ‘I dare say’, ‘I bet’; it
expresses confidence in stating an opinion.

Errata ����: 1
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The following vocabulary in this lesson is reading vocabulary:

@A$BCDEFBG*B1H2BIJBKLMNBOPBQ

RS�TU� � � � 	 
 � �  �

II. Grammar Corrections (Textbook pp. 138-147)

p. 143:
Replace the explanation of �� with:

As an adjective, ��������  means “unavoidable” or “inevitable” (as in Example 2 below). As an
adverb, it means “inevitably” or “unavoidably”, and is often used together with ����  (as in
Example 1 below). The literal meaning of ��������  is ‘hard to avoid’.

Replace the English translations of Examples 1-4 as follows:

(1) Children are inevitably affected by television.
(2) The first time you teach, being nervous is inevitable.
(3) When you use ugly language in front of female students, you inevitably make people
unhappy.
(4) Even two good friends inevitably will disagree sometimes.

p. 146:
VWVWVWVW  can be a noun meaning “most (of them)” or an adverb meaning “mostly”, “most of
the time” or “in most cases”. It is very common in Chinese for VWVWVWVW  to be used adverbially
where the English translation simply says “most”.

III. Homework Explanations (Workbook pp. 88-91)

1. Unfamiliar words

A1. XV xûduö many
A2. YZ[\ yìxïn liângyòng divide your attention on two tasks
C3. ]^ bùmân dissatisfaction, discomfort
Fex. _` xìyuàn theater (for plays)
F1. ab bîcî mutually; each other
F1. Lc xiäng’ài love each other
F2. de bàogào report
F3. f qì anger
F3. ghi shòudeliâo can stand (opposite of g]i)
G3. j bië suffocate, feel bored, be listless

����: 2 Errata
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2. Supplementary Grammar Notes

I. kkkkllllmnommnommnommnomjiùshi..., yê... ‘even if..., still...’ (IC 140)
kl usually comes at the beginning of the sentence, but will sometimes come directly before the
V. What follows kl may be either a Sentence or just a Noun Phrase. If it is just a Noun
Phrase, the English translation is ‘even if it is...’. Compare:

Pattern 1: kkkkllll    Sentence, (Subj) oooo    ...

1) klp*lqrs���nto]uvsw “Even if you say it’s a very good movie, I
still don’t want to go see it.”

Pattern 2: kkkkllll    Noun Phrase (Subj) oooo    ...

2) kl%&$to]uvsw “Even if it is a cartoon I don’t want to go see it.”

Complete the following ������:

3) klp]vn_______________________________________________________________

4) xqyznkl{|qRn___________________________________________________

5) kl/;}~����_______________________________________________________

6) kl������IJ_______________________________________________________

7) klp�tY���_________________________________________________________

8) tCDEFnqu�vs��nkl"#$n___________________________________

9) 12:�������]�s��w_________________________________o]�sw

10)tq�w_______________________________________________________to���w

Supplementary Grammar Notes ����: 3
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II. -.-.-.-. fân’ér ‘contrary to what you’d expect’ (IC 142-43)
Other more idiomatic translations include: ‘on the contrary, whereas, instead, surprisingly,
unexpectedly.’  -. is movable, but usually comes after the Subject.

1) ����}q��nRs��}-.�hqw “The beautiful sweaters are cheap, and
contrary to what you’d expect the ugly sweaters are extremely expensive.”

2) ������E��vsnsE��������-.qVw

3) �� ¡t¢£{|{h¤qrn¥¦-.{h§¨]rw

-. may be used together with ]©]ªE.  For example:

4) ¥«}~¬®�]rn¯l]©]��n-.�hqw

-. is occasionally used together with ©l to provide even more contrastive emphasis:

5) t°±²�E�³´µ�n©l¶±-.{h]·w

Complete the following ������:

Use the phrases in parentheses where provided.

6) x�¸¹º»±¼´½¸1¾n________________________________ ¿{|À

7) ÁÂYÃ»±ÄÅÆs��ÇÈn________________________________ ¿%&$À

8) É�iÊ�ËnÉ�Ì]©Ern________________________________ ¿ÍÎÀ

9) ÏÐYÑus¥Ò"#$nsi�Ë______________________________

10)ÉÓºY*É¶±²�oÔvsÕÖwtvin_____________________

11)×z5°±vY;���ØÙÚÛ�Ün__________________________

III. RRRRÝ¿Ý¿Ý¿Ý¿ÞÞÞÞÀÀÀÀ nánmiân huì ‘inevitable/unavoidable that...’ (IC 143)
RÝ is a movable Adv., and thus can come before the V or before the S.

Þ here indicates probability (cf. z±Þßà—see lesson 16), and is optional.  If present, it will
always come after the S.

����: 4 Supplementary Grammar Notes

This pattern can be applied to both general or specific situations.
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1) �áâãärå:nRÝæqV�w “When buying a good house in Seattle, you will
inevitably spend a lot of money.”

2) çz]��èé��Y(nRÝê]ëéÂìw

3) ÏÐí¨îïðq]ñfnRÝÞòïð§¨]çów

4) 12:RÝÞgôõ���w

Activity:

Below is a brief description of a friend’s risky behavior. Write a sentence using RÝ that
indicates to your friend an inevitable outcome of this behavior.

1) x¨¨]��w

2) x»±sö¸1¾��w (HINT: use ��)

3) x��»±¤èÉHÂì÷øw

4) xùú�iûüýþn�u�úöüw

5) xí¨������w (HINT: use '(I�)

6) x�	�
����w (HINT: use ��)

IV. ''''(((( yînqî ‘result in, cause, provoke’ (IC 146)

Pattern: S ''''((((    (Person ����) O

'( literally means ‘give rise to’. Common Object phrases include: -î, I�, ��, ��, �
�, ��, ó� (xìngqu ‘interest’), �� (zhùyì ‘attention’), and ]^ (bùmân ‘dissatisfaction’).

1) É�s�'(qV����w “His opinion has attracted the attention of many people.”

2) ¥�����'(q��ó�w “This book has provoked great interest in California.”

Supplementary Grammar Notes ����: 5

3) x�3IJ'(iY�I�w
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4) ��45°±��/¸� '(qV;<�]^w

Complete the following ������:

5) Áz/!"#nkÔèÉéÂì$%n_______________________

6) ]&s���Y(��q'Ô�Fn�¾(Þ_______________________

7) ú)þ*+RÝÞ____________________________

V. ����llllm,m,m,m, háishi... ba ‘I suggest; why don’t...; it would be best to’ (IC 146)
This pattern is used to suggest the best of several alternative actions.  It is gentler and more polite
than -r, which we learned in lesson 6.

1) t].5t/0!¾({|np�l�ïð,w “I don’t know when our test is, it would
be best to ask the teacher.”

2) ±fs(£Þßàn¿t/À¶±�l]v
1,w “It looks like it’s going to rain,
why don’t we not go to the park today.”

Complete the following ������:

3) tî23$E�ó� (xìngqu ‘interest’)nt/__________________________________

4) 45±fq6np___________________________________________

5) t°±k7í�89�:n¶±________________________________________

6) p;<=�vn'(=>�-în______________________________________

VI. �������� yîngxiâng ‘influence, effect; to affect’
In lesson 6, we learned the set phrase g�� “be affected (lit. ‘receive an influence’)” (see IC
pp. 96, 101).  In the current lesson, �� is used in a number of different ways as both a noun
and a verb.

�� can function as a simple verb ‘to influence’ which takes an object:

1) 123»±¤s��nRÝÞ��É/�¹´w “If small children watch television
every day, it will inevitably affect their studies.”

In the following three patterns, �� is a noun.

����: 6 Supplementary Grammar Notes

Pattern 1: Subj. g N ���
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This pattern expands on the phrase from lesson 6, indicating what the subject is being affected or
influenced by.  Note that while �� itself is a noun here, the phrase g�� is a v-o structure
and is translated with a verb in English.  Compare:

2) ¥0ßv¹´§g��]¯w “If it continues like this, [my] studies will certainly be
affected.”

3) 123RÝÞg�����w “Small children are inevitably affected by television.” (lit.
‘receive television’s influence’)

Pattern 2: Subj. î N ���

In Pattern 1, the subject receives an influence.  In Pattern 2, the subject exerts an influence on
something else.  The î phrase indicates what is being affected.

4) ��>?î123�¿q��À��w “Television certainly has (a big) influence on
small children.”

Pattern 1 usually corresponds to a passive sentence in English, while Pattern 2 usually
corresponds to an active sentence in English.

Pattern 3: Subj. î N ��� ...

This is a noun phrase, not a sentence.  It means “the influence (or effect) of Subj. on N”.  This
noun phrase can in turn act as the subject or topic of a complete sentence.

5) ��î123���q�w “The influence of television on small children is big.”

To review, identify the different patterns in which �� appears in the text, and in the example

Supplementary Grammar Notes ����: 7

sentences given in the vocabulary list.
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3. Simplified Character Exercise
Asterisked characters are in the current lesson’s vocabulary.

I. These characters share a component.

Character Pinyin Simplified form (5 times) Word (simp.)

[ � � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

^ � �1
____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

@ � � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

A*� � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

II. Simplified forms of other characters.

#*� � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

B*� � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

3* � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

C � 	 ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

A � 
 ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

� � � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

5 � � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

����: 8 Simplified Character Exercises

1 See IC Level 1, Lesson 22

d �  ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________
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4. Activities & Exercises

I. &&&&¹¹¹¹				DDDD

Get the following information about your &¹ tóngxué (classmate) by asking and answering
questions in Chinese. No English! Write down the answers in Chinese (pinyin or characters). Use
the vocabulary and patterns you learned in Chinese 211; don’t forget to use the l... �
construction when appropriate! Be prepared to introduce your &¹ and yourself to the class.

1) What is your name?

2) Where were you born?

3) Where did you grow up?

4) What did you do over winter vacation (EF hánjià)?

5) How many brothers and sisters do you have?

6) What year are you in college?

7) What is your major?

8) What classes are you taking (= have you chosen) this quarter?

9) What do you plan to do after you graduate?

II. Practice with kkkkllllmomomomo

Work with your partner to complete the following sentences using klmo “even if...”

1) klt�=>-î______________________________________________________

2) pkl�tY���____________________________________________________

Activities & Exercises ����: 9

3) pGG¿HHÀklq��______________________________________________
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4) ______________________________________________________________tou�w

5) ______________________________________________________to]Ips��w

6) ________________________________________________________to]èÉJKw

Sentence conversionLMSN:O

Change the sentences you created above into P�m¤ sentences which have the same meaning.
You may consult with your partner.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

III. Practice with ����llllmmmm,,,,
Complete the dialogs in Chinese with your partner.  A wants to do something; B points out a
problem, then offers a suggestion using �l.

1) A: I want to see the new Japanese cartoon.

B: No tickets left ...

2) A: ...buy that $100 sweater.

B: You have no cash ...

3) A: ...eat at that famous Chinese restaurant.

B: Food is too oily ...

����: 10 Activities & Exercises

4) A: ...watch the commercial film showing at the auditorium.
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B: There is a big test tomorrow ...

5) A: ...sit on the couch and watch TV for 8 hours every day.

B: That’s bad for your health ...

IV. Practice with     !!!!QoRQoRQoRQoR

Complete the sentences using  ! or YÃªVWªS¨.

1) tVWs�TU45UÅÆV�ÇÈn____________________________________w

2) çzvÚÛS¨�ØÙ:n_____________________________________________w

3) tYÃèÂìY(vs��n___________________________________________w

4) ______________________________________n !o�ã�Ûs�w

5) ______________________________________n !oèÉ÷øw

V. Fill-in-the-Blank Exercise LWXO
Fill in each blank with the letter of one of the words or phrases listed. Some may be used more
than once.

(a) � (b) � (c) � (d) �� (e) ��

(f) � (g) !" (h) #"

$�%&'( ____ )*�+�%&,( ____ -*�./012%34!5�6 (jiéhün

‘marry’2)789:;.<� ____ =>�?@7A"890B=> ____?@CD�678

9�=>EFG ___ HI.___ JK.L"MN�7O9 ____ PQJRSTUV�6

W7X ____ 89YZ,[\]^ ____ �67

5. Reading Guidelines

Reading Guidelines ����: 11

2 See IC Level 1, Lesson 17 supplemental vocabulary.

Think about the following questions as you read the text. If you are unable to answer them, make
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sure they are answered to your satisfaction in class.

p. 131:
1) Why is Lisa going to watch more movies than usual this quarter?
2) What are the three types of movies mentioned in the text, and where are they shown? How

does the situation at University of Washington compare?
3) In line 6, £�Y means ;�Y£.
4) What is the measure word for ÇÈ?
5) In line 8 we have the pattern î X ���. What does this mean?

p. 133:
1) In line 2, $ is used by itself to mean ‘film’.
2) In line 2, the measure word � cháng appears. It is used for disasters and other events that last

for a period of time. (The same character read in the third tone is the measure word for
sporting events.)

3) Explain in your own words the content of the news story Zhäng Tiänmíng is watching.
4) On the use of ï in line 6, see p. 147.
5) Line 7: In addition to meaning ‘study’, ¹ can refer more generally to learning or imitating

any sort of behavior. When the resultative complements r and Z are added to ¹ used in this
sense, the meanings are ‘learn how to behave properly’ and ‘learn improper behavior’
respectively.

6) In line 8, [ has been omitted after rr. We saw this same usage at the end of the lesson 7
text.

7) In line 9, \ ä is a modal particle. What mood or feeling is it expressing?
8) Line 16: (Simplified only:) Replace the traditional form #" with the simplified form ��.
9) Line 20: (Simplified only:) Replace the traditional form ] with the simplified form �.
10) In the second line from the bottom, the question word ̂  appears. Is this sentence a

question?
11) There are many rhetorical questions on this page. Can you identify them all?

6. Supplementary Translation Exercises

For practicing lesson 8 vocabulary and grammar points. Pay special attention to the underlined
words and phrases—some are from earlier lessons.

1) Even if television’s influence on children is small, we still shouldn’t let them watch
Channel 52.

����: 12 Supplementary Translation Exercises

2) That Japanese documentary aroused everyone’s interest, but the American commercial film
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[contrary to what you’d expect] didn’t arouse any interest.

3) I oppose you blaming that little boy! It would be best for you to completely take
responsibility.

4) I thought [mistakenly] that when children are idle with nothing to do they will inevitably
watch cartoons.

5) The character in the movie used a gun to threaten his children, but they [contrary to what
you’d expect] were completely unafraid.

6) I generally watch commercial or art films, and occasionally also watch documentaries. The
television shows I watch are mostly cartoons.

7) Yesterday my friend Wáng Péng was riding his bicycle (_K`+ qí zìxíngchë) and
reading a book at the same time. As a result he is now in the hospital.

8) Parents [of schoolchildren] mostly believe that education’s influence on children is
inevitably big.

9) I thought [mistakenly] that the character in that art film would completely take
responsibility, but [contrary to what you’d expect] he looked for an excuse.

Supplementary Translation Exercises ����: 13
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Lesson 9: bbbb`̀̀̀

1. Errata

Corrected or additional items are underlined.

I. Vocabulary Corrections (Textbook pp. 155-157)

c§ conj chúfëi unless, only if
de vo sànbù take a walk
�Ù �� vo chüguó go abroad
Ñf �� v zhífëi fly directly
gX
h n hángköng göngsï airline
i� � adv shùnbiàn in passing, on the way, conveniently
�j vo chï cù jealous (because of rivalry in love)
£]k !"# vc láibují there’s not enough time (for)

Usage notes:

• In Chinese, the verb l bàn is used for getting a passport (lmn) or getting a visa (lop).

• In Taiwan Aq is used more often than Óº. In the mainland, Óº is more often heard.

• Ë vs. Ë£ vs. �Ë: You are already familiar with the usage of �Ë, which follows a time
word or a verbal clause to indicate the period after that time or after that action has occurred (for
example: ½Å�Ë ‘after four o’clock’, tCA�Ë ‘after I graduate’).  The �Ë phrase itself
functions like a time word.  In contrast, Ë£ and Ë are conjunctions.  Ë£ means
‘afterwards’ or ‘later (on)’, and is used to link two situations that occurred in the past.  We have
seen how Ë£ can be used together with r£, as in tr£¹9nË£*s¹t
“Originally I studied Japanese; later I started to study Chinese”.  Ë means ‘and then’, and is
used to link events that occur one immediately after the other, either in the past or the future.  For
example: uvYÅwnËvYÅxy “First add a little salt, and then add a little MSG”.

The following vocabulary in this lesson is reading vocabulary:

FºBzíB{|BI}B~B�]iB]8BAqB�FÛ

____: 14 Errata

RS�TU` a b c d e f g
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II. Grammar Corrections (Textbook pp. 158-169)

p. 160:
“c§” is a conjunction. It introduces a precondition. There is sometimes a second clause
containing a “�”.

pp. 161-162:
Delete the last sentence on p. 161 and the three example sentences on p. 162.

p. 162:
Add to the pattern and to the example sentences:
4. “^3mnkm^3m”:
(2) »±��v^3nxkv^3w
(3) p0!¾(�¾�nk0!¾(£w
(4) ¥¸��n�ÞkI���w
(5) �!�k�!�w

p. 164:
Append to the sentence at the top of the page:
“����” never expresses a direct cause. Instead, it introduces circumstances under which
the second clause applies. Thus it should always be translated “since”, not “because”, and
cannot be used together with “��������”.

Change example (4) to read:
(4) Why can each Chinese family only have one child?

III. Homework Corrections (Workbook pp. 101-104)

p. 101:
The instructions for Exercise B should be: Please complete the following dialogues using “QW
... !!!!  ... QW”.

IV. Homework Explanations (Workbook pp. 101-104)

1. Supplemental vocabulary for listening comprehension (p. 93 B1)

lÛguân hotel
jiào tell (to do something)
hâibiän seashore
fäshëng to happen, to occur (often used with shì ‘matter’)
gâo get into a state, act a certain way

2. Unfamiliar words

Aex. ��� Jiänádà Canada

Errata ____: 15

A1. �� Niû Yuë New York
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D2. � nào agitate for
D2. �% líhün divorce
E2. �D jízhe in a rush
F3. �� jìhuà plan(s)
G3. � pàng fat, chubby

2. Supplementary Grammar Notes

I. Two Uses of 8888 guò (IC 158-60)

Review—Experiential 8888:

V-8 stresses past experience of the verb. It addresses whether a person has ever in the past had a
particular experience. In English we usually use phrases such as “have/haven’t V-ed,” “have
ever/never V-ed” to express this notion.

Experiential 8888  always refers to past actions. In this usage, 8 is in the neutral tone and is not
used with iiii .

1) tv8[¦�8w “I’ve been to Nánjïng twice (before).”

V-8 sentences often contain words referring generally to the past (such as �� ‘before’, zí
céngjïng ‘previously’) or to specific times in the past (e.g. v"):

2) ÁÂzí£8�Ùb`w “Wáng Péng once came to America to travel.”

The negative form is E V-8. ¢£ ‘never’ often occurs with E V-8.

3) xlØÙ�n©l¢£Ev8�8w

When preceded by a phrase indicating a period of time, V-8 stresses experience of the verb
during that period of time.

4) x��8�¾�nv8�FÛw

A V-8 clause can be used to suggest some experience that is relevant to the issue/topic at hand.
In this usage V-8 still emphasizes personal experience.

5) ÁÂ¹89�nÉ.5¥Ò��l9��n]lØÙ�w

Activity

Ask your classmate if s/he has ever done the following activities.  Use experiential 8.  If s/he
answers yes, ask at least one follow-up question with lm�.

Example: vØÙ
A: pv8ØÙ��

____: 16 Supplementary Grammar Notes

B: v8ntv8Y¦w
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A: pl0!¾(v��
B: tlv"v�w

6) �Ù

7) v��

8) �f�

9) watch Chinese news

10) fire a gun

11)���

Completion 8888:

For the purposes of this class, you need only recognize this usage; you will not be expected to
make active use of it.

In this usage, 8 is similar to V-i, which emphasizes completion. That is, 8 here indicates that
a particular action has been completed. It does not indicate that the action has been previously
experienced. In this usage, 8 is pronounced with a full tone: guò.

12)t�8�Üw “I’ve eaten lunch.”

Completion 8 can —and often is—also used with V-i and/or Sentence-i. Remember that in
contrast, experiential 8 does not occur with i.

13) Up¡¢�É;�Yw

£Ut7í;8�Yiw

When both particles appear together, i comes after 8.

14)tl8imnw

Activity

Are the following (A) Experiential 8 or (B) Completion 8?

15)tv8 Xiänggângw

16)tv8 Xiänggângiw

17)çz�8�Ük�iw

18)çz�8/;ÚÛ��K:w

II. ¢¢¢¢££££ cónglái + ]ª]ª]ª]ªEEEE ‘never’
¢£ occurs most commonly in the negative, meaning ‘never’.  When used with ] it describes a

Supplementary Grammar Notes ____: 17

habitual situation.  When used with E it describes a past situation.
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1) t¢£]��w “I never smoke.”

2) t¢£E�8�w “I have never smoked.”

Since ¢£E refers to past experiences, it is usually used together with experiential 8, as in the
last example.

Activity

Answer the following questions.  Then use ¢£] or ¢£E to explain the reason for your
answer.  If you use ¢£E, don’t forget to use 8.

3) /¸�l��

t].5ntm_______________________________________________________

4) 78�^;þ,-r�3�

_____________________________________________________________________

5) pu]u���

_____________________________________________________________________

6) É/�¤¥�!0�í¨�¦��

_____________________________________________________________________

7) pí¨v@,�sÕÖ��

_____________________________________________________________________

8) úþî§@]¨rwpí¨úþ��

_____________________________________________________________________

9) /©¿pánÀCD lª«¬��

_____________________________________________________________________

10) p�	�®:¯°¿bînggänÀ��

_____________________________________________________________________

III. cccc§§§§ chúfëi (IC 160-62)
The complete c§ pattern expresses ideas that are not normally found within a single English
sentence. Therefore there is no one English translation which fully captures the meaning of c§.

____: 18 Supplementary Grammar Notes

We will first look at the parts of the pattern separately (1 and 2) before integrating the entire
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pattern (3).

Pattern 1: cccc§§§§    condition ���� Vresult

The usage of � in this pattern is that with which you are already familiar from L7, meaning
“then and only then.” The c§ clause indicates a condition; only when that condition is met
does the � clause occur. Compare these sentences with and without c§:

1) p�t�nt��p¯° (bînggän ‘cookie’)w

2) tV±Å3�n��vØÙb`w

3) c§p�t�nt��p¯°w “Only if you give me money will I give you cookies.”

4) c§tV±Å3�n��vØÙb`w

The translations “only if; only when” usually work for this variant of the pattern. When
compared with sentences containing only �, sentences with c§ are more forceful.

Complete the following with cccc§§§§m�m�m�m�:

5) c§p�t�n________________________________________

6) c§tV±Å3�n_____________________________________

Pattern 2: cccc§§§§ Condition¿¿¿¿ÔÔÔÔÀ]À]À]À]ª²ª²ª²ª²³³³³ Valternative

Ô] and ²³ both mean “otherwise.” The Ô] / ²³ clause indicates an alternative
action that will take place if the condition is not met.

7) c§p�t�nÔ]t]�p¯°w “Unless you give me money I won’t give you
cookies.”

8) c§tV±Å3�n²³t]vØÙb`w

The translation “unless” usually works for this variant of the pattern.

Complete the following with cccc§§§§mmmmÔÔÔÔ]]]]ª²ª²ª²ª²³³³³:

9) c§p�t�n________________________________________

10) c§tV±Å3�n_____________________________________

Pattern 3: cccc§§§§ Condition ���� V result ¿¿¿¿ÔÔÔÔÀ]À]À]À]ª²ª²ª²ª²³³³³ Valternative

The full pattern expresses both the result if the condition is satisfied, and the alternative if the
condition is not satisifed.

11)c§p�t�nt��p¯°nÔ]t]�pw “Only if you give me money will I

Supplementary Grammar Notes ____: 19

give you cookies; otherwise I won’t give them to you.”
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12)c§tV±Å3�n��vØÙb`n²³t]vw

In the above two examples, the Vresult and the Valternative clauses are opposites. The Valternative clause
can also present a different proposed course of action, as in the following:

13)c§p�t�nt��p¯°nÔ]t�t�´�w

14)c§tV±Å3�n��vØÙb`n²³tv��sÂìw

Complete the following with cccc§§§§m�mm�mm�mm�mÔÔÔÔ]]]]ª²ª²ª²ª²³³³³:

15) c§p�t�n________________________________________

16) c§tV±Å3�n_____________________________________

Note: the textbook lists an inverted form for this pattern (pp. 161-62). For the purposes of this
class you can ignore this form and learn only the pattern listed above.

IV. QW...nnnnkkkk  QW... (IC 162-63)
This pattern consists of two identical question words, with the adverb k appearing in the
second clause. This pattern works with any Chinese question word, including:

^3 � 0! 0!¾( �! ^ MW
wherever whoever whatever whenever however whichever

The question words are not used to ask questions, but are repeated to indicate an indefinite range
of possibilities. This same notion is expressed in English with “-ever”. The second occurrence of
the question word after k indicates “that’s where/who/what/when/which” will be V-ed.

1) tIñwpu�0!k�0!w “I’m treating. Whatever you want to eat, eat that” = “Eat
whatever you want”

2) p0!¾(�Xntk0!¾(vêpw “Whenever you are have free time, I’ll go see
you at that time” = “I’ll go see you whenever you are free”

3) p�	^µ¶:ntk�pä^µ¶:w “Whichever pair of pants you like, I’ll buy you
that pair” = “I’ll buy you whichever pair of pants you like”

4) vF�¾(n^3±frnt/kv^3,¡

5) �·h-rnpkI�·¸w

Translate the following �hi�:

6) Let’s go wherever you want (= Wherever you want to go, let’s go there)

____: 20 Supplementary Grammar Notes

7) Buy whichever book you like. (= Whichever book you like, buy that one)
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8) Ask whoever knows Chinese. (= Whoever knows Chinese, ask him/her)

9) Help me whenever it’s convenient. (= Whenever it’s convenient, that’s when to help me)

10) Order whatever is good.

V. ���� mmmmkkkk  jìrán ... jiù (IC 163-64)

Pattern: � circumstance k conclusion/decision

“since/now that/given that circumstance, conclusion”

The first clause acknowledges a fact or circumstance which is already known; the second clause
indicates a conclusion or decision which is appropriate given that circumstance. This is different
from yïnwèi... suóyî..., which indicates cause and effect. (Thus only yïnwèi, never jìrán, can be
used to answer the question wèishénme?)

1) �p]�èt/Y(vnt/kIÏ±zvw “Since you can’t go along with us, we
will ask Zhäng Tiänmíng to go.”

2) tq�	s%&$w�tß��Xntks����%&$,w “I really like to
watch cartoons. Since I’m free in the afternoon, I’ll watch cartoons on TV.”

3) �p7í¹?vØÙnki�vº»¼�±,w

4) �p]�	áâã�±fnk¡¢=ë��vw

Translate the following �hi�:

5) Since you’ve already seen this documentary, let’s see a different one.

6) Now that I’m sick of eating Chinese food, I plan to eat Korean food every day.

7) Since the direct flight’s tickets are relatively cheap, you should reserve them.

Supplementary Grammar Notes ____: 21
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8) Since he is jealous no matter what you do, don’t worry about him. (Hint: ½ “bother with”)

Note: “Since” and “because” are often confused in English.  In Chinese, � and ¾¿ are
always distinguished. For example, the English sentence “Since I have free time tomorrow, come
and see me” must be expressed in Chinese with � and not ¾¿, because the fact that I have
free time is not the reason you will come to see me, but rather a circumstance under which the
decision to come see me has been made. Compare “Since it hasn’t rained in several days, the
plants are dying.”  This sentence expresses cause and effect, and must be rendered in Chinese
with ¾¿.

Complete the following ������:

9) �ÀÁ7í¤Âint/_________________________________________________

10) �t].5�FÛ�[Ãn_______________________________________________

11) �p/!u�<YÅ�/µÄÅn_________________________________________

12) �ÆÙgX
hE�¢¥3Ñf�8�f�n_______________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

VI. ]]]]llll A kkkkllll  B ‘if not A then B; it’s either A or B’ (IC 167-68)
This pattern is used to indicate that there are only two possibilities. A and B must both be verb
phrases, unless the main verb is l, in which case A and B can be noun phrases.

1) ��Ç/]lv��klvá�w “We used to go to the East Coast or the West Coast
(and nowhere else).”  [note that v must be repeated]

2) ÉÈ�}~]lÉ�klÊ�w “The clothes he wears are either red or blue (and nothing
else).”  [here the main verb is l]

3. Simplified Character Exercise

____: 22 Simplified Character Exercises

Asterisked characters are in the current lesson’s vocabulary.
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I. These characters share a component.

Character Pinyin Simplified form (5 times) Word (simp.)

o*$ � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

Ë % � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

Ì & � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

Í ' � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

II. Simplified forms of other characters.

Ù*� � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

Ë*( � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

Î ) � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

� * � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

l + � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

III. Be sure to carefully distinguish the simplified forms of these characters:

+*, � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

�*- � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

 . � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

4. Activities & Exercises

I. Sentence Completion with cccc§§§§  L�ÏN:O

Instructions: Work with a partner.  One student should look at box A and cover box B.  The
other student should look at box B and cover box A.  When your partner is speaking, you should

Activities & Exercises ____: 23

be listening carefully instead of reading your partner’s sentence.
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Ia. Make the following requests of your classmate. He/she will respond with c§. Write down
the response.

1) IpÐÑt¼´Ø�w

________________________________________________________________________

2) ÒètÓi¡

________________________________________________________________________

Ib. Respond to your classmate’s requests.

____: 24 Activities & Exercises

3) [use c§m�] 4) [use c§mÔ]]
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Ib. Respond to your classmate’s requests.

1) [use c§m�] 2) [use c§mÔ]]

Activities & Exercises ____: 25

Ib. Make the following requests of your classmate. He/she will respond with c§. Write down
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the response.

3) tz±�£nIpv��Ôtw

________________________________________________________________________

4) p��ètÕÖ��

________________________________________________________________________

II. Planning a Trip with cccc§§§§

IIa. Your classmate is going on a trip during spring break. You need to find out the following
information.
Ask if he/she will

(1) go to Bêijïng? (2) buy the plane tickets his/herself?

(3) stay with friends? (4) eat in restaurants in Bêijïng?

IIb. You are going on a trip over break. You classmate is going to ask you questions about your
plans.
Here is an outline of your plans:

Limiting condition Plan Alternate Plan
(c§) (�) (Ô] / ²³)

(5) first earn lots of money go to Mexico (Mòxïgë) go to Chicago (Zhïjiägë)

(6) there are direct flights go by plane drive

(7) he/she has to work will come along

(8) parents give $1000 will buy plane ticket 1st train to L.A., 2nd rent car

IIa. You are going on a trip over break. You classmate is going to ask you questions about your
plans.
Here is an outline of your plans:

Limiting condition Plan Alternate Plan
(c§) (�) (Ô] / ²³)

(1) must return home go to Bêijïng

____: 26 Activities & Exercises

(2) have lots of time buy tickets myself buy from a travel agency
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(3) friends are in Bêijïng will live at their place stay in a hotel

(4) friends are treating will go to the best places will only eat at cheap
restaurants

IIb. Your classmate is going on a trip during spring break. You need to find out the following
information.
Ask if he/she will

(5) go to Mexico (Mòxïgë)? (6) take a plane to Chicago?

(7) go along with (boy/girl) friend? (8) If to Mexico, will he/she fly?

III. Practice with ����mmmmkkkk
Write full sentences in Chinese by supplying a decision or conclusion.

1) Since I have time...

_______________________________________________________________________

2) Since I have no cash...

_______________________________________________________________________

3) Since I don’t like you...

_______________________________________________________________________

4) Since I’m extremely hungry...

_______________________________________________________________________

5) Since there isn’t enough time to cook...

_______________________________________________________________________

6) Since I’m going abroad...  [Hint: passport? visa?]

_______________________________________________________________________

7) Since plane tickets are too expensive...

_______________________________________________________________________

8) Since I’m bored with the West Coast...

_______________________________________________________________________

Activities & Exercises ____: 27

IV. Practice with QW... kkkk QW...
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Your friend is asking your permission to do certain things.  Be polite, telling your friend to do
whatever he/she wants.

1) ¯��¯°��

2) ¯�ú×Ø��

3) ¯�ÙÚÛ��

4) ¯�;Õ��

5) ¯�vÜáÝ��

6) ¯�AqÄv��

7) ¯��I+v��

8) ¯�èçzv��

V. Listening Comprehension LÙÐÞ´O

Answer the questions based on the passage you hear.

Supplementary vocabulary: lÛguân ‘hotel’

1) According to Lìshä’s statement, she intends to

a. go back to the hotel room alone. b. go back to America alone.

c. go anywhere she wants. d. start drinking and get drunk.

2) Zhäng Tiänmíng

a. quickly returned to the hotel with Lìshä. b. got drunk at the Canadian hotel.

c. said he’d go wherever Lìshä wanted to go. d. didn’t care where Lìshä went.

3) Lìshä wèishénme chï cù ?

VI. Vocabulary Usage L�Þ´O

Rewrite the following four sentences so that each uses one of these grammar patterns from
lesson 9, without changing the basic meaning:

]lmklm Ë 0!m0!m i�

You must decide which pattern is appropriate for which sentence. The underlined parts of the
sentences should not appear in your rewritten versions.

____: 28 Activities & Exercises

1) ���P��0!� nÏ±z¤sw
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2) ßàæá�ØÙ:âãÆÙ:w

3) p/u¼´�a���n�Þ´�U��µ�w

4) pvÀÁlmn�¾(nIpoÐtäYäÀå (stamps)w

5. Reading Guidelines

Think about the following questions as you read the text. If you are unable to answer them, make
sure they are answered to your satisfaction in class.

p. 149:
1) Line 1: �� jìhuà ‘plan(s)’ (see IC Level 1, lesson 21)
2) What important grammar pattern from lesson 1 appears in line 2?
3) In line 4, the use of ò doesn’t mean that Zhäng Tiänmíng’s parents have made him go to

China many times; it’s meaning is more like ‘tried to make’ or ‘urged’.
4 In the last line, £ has been omitted at the end of the sentence. The use of the compound

directional complement (£ here is figurative, meaning ‘to start’. We saw this usage in the
last line of page 1 of the lesson 6 text.

p. 151:
1) Line 13: æ X Y0 “like X, similar to X”.  See Textbook p. 168.
2) Why doesn’t Zhäng Tiänmíng ask Lisa directly if she wants to go to China? How does he go

about bringing up the subject?
3) What is Zhäng Tiänmíng’s objection to Mexico? What is Lisa’s objection to China?
4) What are the two possible routes for travel to Nanjing?
5) Which route does Lisa prefer, and why?

p. 153:
1) Line 1: çl  zôngshì ‘always’
2) In line 2, note that the meaning of ]8 is different from the meaning we learned in lesson 5.

In the new meaning, it is often used together with á.

Reading Guidelines ____: 29

3) What does Lisa mean by “YÃ�Âì”?
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4) What tasks do Lisa and Zhäng Tiänmíng need to do to get ready for their trip? What other
preparations would you make before a trip abroad?

6. Supplementary Translation Exercises

For practicing lesson 9 vocabulary and grammar points. Pay special attention to the underlined
words and phrases—some are from earlier lessons.

1) Let’s first take a walk and discuss our travel plans, then go to the travel agency to reserve
airplane tickets. [use Ë ránhòu]

2) Since there’s not enough time to arrange for a visa, I’m not going to Korea for spring
break.

3) I’m going to Chicago only if there is a direct flight, otherwise I’ll take the train to Mexico.

4) I thought you were sick of watching movies, but this week if you haven’t been at the movie
theater watching movies, you’ve been at home watching movies on TV.

5) Take whichever route you want.  Let’s go quickly!

6) When you go to the consulate to apply for a visa, could you inquire about my situation in
passing?  That way I don’t have to go (and come back) again one time.

____: 30 Supplementary Translation Exercises
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Lesson 10: ����ÀÀÀÀÁÁÁÁ

1. Errata

Corrected or additional items are underlined.

I. Vocabulary Corrections (Textbook pp. 177-179)

èé vo guàngjië stroll on the streets; go window
shopping [add after ÀÁ]

îê /0 loc3 duìmiàn opposite; across the way; other side
r� adj hàoqí curious
�  adj qíguài strange; unfamiliar
[remove the entry for 8v]
>ë 12 n mûqin mother
YÄ� adv yí lùshang the whole way [add after Ä�]
iì �3 adj shùnlì without a hitch, smooth
vZ vo fàngxïn relax, rest assured
íë 45 vc lúndào become the turn of
î prep chèn take advantage of (an opportunity or

situation)
£îi !/6 vc láiduì le came correctly (to the right place, at

the right time, etc.)
ïð n xìnfëng envelope [add after ñò]
óô 78 adj, v guàhào registered, register
õY9k :;9< conj wànyï... jìu in case... then
ö÷ø vc jìdiü get lost in the mail

The following vocabulary in this lesson is reading vocabulary:

À�ÁBl
BÀùBúB�ûBüXýÎB6þ

Errata &&&&: 31

3 Loc. indicates a Location Word. Loc. are commonly appended to Ns to form Place Words (PW).

RS�TUj k l m n o
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II. Grammar Corrections (Textbook pp. 180-191)

p. 180:
Change the first pattern to:
1. “V1 D V1D (O) mk V2”

Change the end of the explanation to read:
... a second action happens as an unintended result, or by surprise.

Add to all three example sentences:
(1) /¸2:�D�Dk�Diw
(2) ï��D�Dk�Äiw
(3) GGuDuDk�(£iw

p. 188:
Add to the explanation of Y�:
When using “Y�Y�Y�Y�”, one generally cannot specify a time frame. If a specific time is
indicated, “YYYYÑÑÑÑ” is used instead.
For more on this distinction, see the supplementary grammar notes below.

III. Homework Corrections (Workbook pp. 112-114)

p. 112:
The instructions for Exercise B should be: Use “pppp” to complete the sentences.

IV. Homework Explanations (Workbook pp. 112-114)

1. Supplemental vocabulary for listening comprehension (p. 107 B1)

qû get, pick up
màn zôu lit. “walk slowly”, a polite way to say good-bye

2. Unfamiliar words

Aex. B� fädäi be stunned, befuddled (vo)
A2. M gâi change
Bex. � suì broken, shattered
Cex. "# niánqïng young
D2. ¸� gèxìng = �	
D3. *¸]
 shuö ge bùtíng speak without stopping

&&&&: 32 Errata

E5. �¡]i shìyìngbuliâo cannot adjust to
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2. Supplementary Grammar Notes

I. V-DDDD V-DDDD, kkkk mmmm (IC 180)

Pattern 1: (V O) V-D V-D kkkk VP

In Pattern 1, D indicates that an action endures for a period of time. The verb in the V-D phrase
must be just a single character; the pattern is not used with disyllabic verbs like �. The
following VP happens as an unintended or unexpected result of the V-D action. This resulting
VP is often preceded by k.  This pattern is used to describe actions that have already occurred.

1) 1��D�Dk�� (bâo) iw “Little Kë ate and ate, and then was stuffed.”

2) Á��úDúDkú)iw

The enduring verb must be uninterrupted: that is, it can’t take place every day or every week; it
must happen continuously over a period of time. Note also that change of situation i often
appears after the second verb phrase.

When an object is used with V-D, place VO before the V-D:

3) ï×s��sDsDk��iw

Review: The Durative Usages of V-DDDD

The new pattern with V-D in lesson 10 is related to the durative usage of D (Pattern 2 below)
and the existential D pattern you learned earlier in lesson 2 (Pattern 3 below).  In all three
patterns, D conveys the same basic meaning: that the action or state persists over a period of
time.

Pattern 2: S V-D (O)

You have not been formally introduced to the durative D pattern, but a brief explanation will
help you better understand D. Durative D is most often used with two classes of verbs: those
describing the wearing of apparel, as in the next example:

4) ÁÐ¶±ÈDrs���¶w “Wáng Lì is wearing nice jeans today.”

and those verbs describing physical posture, as in the next two sentences:

5) Ò�DnI�ß,w “Don’t stand there. Please sit down.”

6) ÉK��D1ñòw “In his hand he was holding a small package.”

7) Â*Dn��¤Dw “The door is open, the window is closed.”

Supplementary Grammar Notes &&&&: 33

With both types of verbs, the V-D pattern indicates that the action (or the state resulting from
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that action) persists over a period of time.

Pattern 3: Place V-D O

Last quarter we learned a second usage for V-D, in existential sentences. You will remember
this pattern describes the manner in which an object is located at a place. It does so by indicating
that the O continues to be in the state it was left after the V was completed. Thus this usage can
also be described as durative.

8) �:�vD¯°w

9) ïð��DÀåw

Complete the following ������using Pattern 1:

10)x_______________________________________________________n�:k]�~iw

11)/¸1H2________________________________________nk�Ä (mílù ‘get lost’) iw

12)çzs%&$n___________________________________________________________w

13)Á��__________________________________________________nk� (lèi ‘tired’) iw

14)ßìs��ÇÈn_________________________________________________________w

II. ���� bâ (IC 182-83)

Pattern: S � O VP

This is one of the most important sentence patterns in Chinese. It is used with actions that change
the state of a definite object. It tells us what was or will be done to something. For example, the
English sentence “I threw your book away” would most likely be expressed in Chinese with the
� structure. (The original literal meaning of � is “grasp, take.” It may help you to think of �
sentences as expressing the idea: “Take the object and verb it.”)

In terms of sentence structure, the object (O) always follows immediately after �. The � phrase
(consisting of � and the object of the sentence) comes before the V.

There are some restrictions on the use of � sentences. First, the O must be definite. The speaker
is referring to a particular item or items in the real world, which is presumably known to both
speaker and addressee. It cannot be used with indefinite direct objects as in “He sells cookies for
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the poor” or “I put three socks in the bag”.  Conversely, a sentence like “x���t” can only
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mean “She gave me the book”, never “She gave me a book”.4

Second, the � structure can only be used when the O is changed in some way. That is to say, the
agent must have some impact on the object that follows �.

Third, the verb must be followed by some other element that extends its meaning. This element
can be:

1) a complement of result or direction x�pS�ïs�iw
Ip�ïðv�vw

2) a complement phrase formed with çz�/¸ñòv��ø�w
�, ë, or � �t��«��tw

3) an aspectual particle (most often i) 1ß�Â¤iw

4) a reduplicative Ip��dsYsw

5) a destination or recipient x���tw

Convert the following �qr���:

While grammatical, the following sentences would sound more natural with �. Rephrase the
sentences using �.

1) ÁÂ��/ð�d£w _________________________________________

2) x*i��w _________________________________________

3) ß�æ��i/U�¯°w _________________________________________

4) ÀÁö÷it>ë�Àùw _________________________________________

5) Ò�12:t� !¡ _________________________________________

Note that adverbs precede the entire verb phrase “����  O V”.  Thus ], E, o, YÑ, Ò, Y?, 7
í, etc. all come before �.

III. Y�Y�Y�Y� vs. YYYYÑÑÑÑ  yíxiàng vs. yìzhí (IC 188-89)
Like YÑ, Y� refers to a constant state or repeated action. In fact, in some sentences YÑ and
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4 In English, nouns preceded by “the”, “this”, “that”, “these”, “those”, etc. are definite; nouns preceded by “a”,
“an”, “some”, or nothing are indefinite.  Proper nouns (e.g. “Mary”, “China”) are always definite.

Y� may be equally appropriate, with no noticeable distinction. The two are not, however,
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identical. YÑ can be used with any continuous action, whereas Y� is limited to actions or
states that have lasted a long time and have continued up to the present. For this reason it is often
used for habitual actions or states. In the following diagram, YÑ can be used with all three of
the events depicted, while Y� can only be used with one of them. Put in other terms, Y� can
never be used if a specific time or time period is indicated.

Action 1
;�

Action 3
;=>;�

n
o

w

TIME

Action 2
;�

1) "5zYÑ�îê��#;<$�Yw “Mâ Dàomíng was constantly making long-
distance calls in the building across the way.” [for a specific period of time]

2) %��Y��îê��#;<$�Yw “Bái Wénshän constantly makes long-distance
calls in the building across the way.” [it’s always been this way and it still is this way]

3) Év"YÑµÌw[Y� is not possible here]

4) xYÑ�w[Y� is not possible here]

5) xY�]úþw

6) x��¹�¾(YÑ]úþw

To summarize:

YYYYÑÑÑÑ Y�Y�Y�Y�

applies generally to specific instances applies only to actions lasting to present,
of past actions (may last to present) most often habitual actions

can apply to a specific time frame always with actions linked to present

can be used with �Ë or �£ phrases usually no time period mentioned

time frame may be short or long usually time frame is long

Convert to Y�Y�Y�Y�:

The following sentences make statements about habitual situations.  Change them to Y�
sentences.

1) 1Ï¢£]�&w

2) ß�æ¢£]��w

3) �'º¢£]�	� !w
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4) ÜáÝ¢£]ß�àw
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Fill-in-the-blank with Y�Y�Y�Y�  and YYYYÑÑÑÑ:

Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with Y� when appropriate or YÑ when this is the
only option.

5) Ç/YÄ�__________¤qiìw

6) ¢��¹�£nx__________(�)*�w

7) +,-�Ùb`__________]äzï$w

8) 1ÏèÉ�éÂì�¦i�ËnZ.__________g��w

9) ØÙ�__________]�/�01w

10) t2__________»±UÅ�ïw

11) Á��ë�3�µ��£n__________]� !w

12) ßì�¸Aq__________E¾�Ðtöïw

13) ÁÐ�	q*4nl
�¾(__________qçów

14) çzYÅë½Å__________;<$�Yw

15) Ï��__________\�5�=>Sïw

IV. îîîî chèn (IC 190)
î is followed by a situation or opportunity that the subject takes advantage of to perform an
action. This can be a sentence which describes such a situation or opportunity, or a noun phrase
describing a time (m�¾() or an opportunity (m��Þ jïhuì ‘opportunity’).

1) ×àîß�UJÆ�¾(q6[�����iw “Xiè Lán took advantage of the ten
minutes after class let out to quickly finish the homework.”

2) îp7��XQ��ÞRntu�p�¸��w

3) 8ïðî�ïðÔvØÙ9ä�á�¾(I�ïði�Ðxä:!�;w

4) <1=n>6î{|�W¸1¾¼´¼´n¥0{|��{hrw?

5) pîÉ]���Þ@A (xiüxi ‘rest’) @A,¡

Complete the following ������:

6) î_____________________________________________________________tväBCw

7) pî_____________________________________________________________>6�,w
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V. DDDD què (IC 191)
D is an immovable Adv. that is similar in meaning to both ¯l and ©l, and often appears in
the same sentence with one of these conjunctions. D is more emphatic in tone than either ̄ l
or ©l, and is more typical of the written style. D is also sometimes similar to -. “contrary
to what you’d expect”.

1) EEF1æÖ�5�n1æDÖá�w “Dad told Little Huä to walk to the east, but Little
Huä walked west.”

2) ±fGd*¶±±fÞq6n¶±DH(£iw

Complete the following ������:

3) 1ÁFÏÐÒú)in1ÁKID___________________________________________w

4) ß�zòÒ��n¯lKID_____________________________________________w

5) teJKLæ]Ô�vêx���HÂìinxD_____________________________w

VI. õõõõYYYY wànyï (IC 191)
õY means ‘just in case; if by chance; should it happen that’. A õY sentence has two parts.
The first clause describes an event that may or may not occur. The second clause describes what
will happen as a result should that first event in fact occur. õY sentences are often preceded by
a suggestion or piece of advice. k is used in the second clause when that clause describes a
resulting event. k is not used when the second clause is a suggestion or a generic question like
�!l, or when some other adverb like � is present.

Pattern: [Suggestion;] õY Possible Event, (k) Result

The result could be either a bad outcome (if the suggestion isn’t followed) or a good outcome (if
the suggestion is followed.)

1) õYßàp�!l� “In case it should rain, what will you do?”

2) p�àM (yûsân ‘umbrella’) NDnõYßàk¯�;*\w “Take your umbrella. Just in
case it rains, you can open and use it.”

3) pVÈÅ3}~nõYµÌip�!l� “You should wear a little more, (otherwise) what
will you do if you catch cold?”
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4) p>6¼´tnõYz±�{|p��{hrw
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3. Simplified Character Exercise
Asterisked characters are in the current lesson’s vocabulary.

I. These characters share a component.

Character Pïnyïn Simplified form (5 times) Word (simp.)

í*4 � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

� ? � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

í @ � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

# A � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

� B B ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

ù*C � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

II. These simplified characters were created by dropping a component of the traditional.

�*D D ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

ë*2 � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

III. Simplified forms of other characters.

õ*:  ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

d*�  ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________
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O*E ! ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________
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4. Activities & Exercises

I. Dialog Completion with õõõõYYYY  L�ÏîYO
Complete the following dialogs using õY.  (Note that when answering a question, your õY
sentence will most likely not be preceded by a suggestion.)

1) A: ¿0!áâã��¨¨NàM (yûsân ‘umbrella’)�

B: õYßàin___________________________________________________________

2) A: p¿0!ÔNï\%vä}~�

B: õY____________________________________________________________________

3) A: p¿0!¶±²�¼´Ø���

B: ________________________________________________________________________

4) A: pE�µÌw¿0!ÔvsPµ�

B: ________________________________________________________________________

5) A: p¿0!¥!/kQRF��å�

B: ________________________________________________________________________

6) A: p¿0!ÔN/!V¯°vS�²Þ�

B: ________________________________________________________________________

II. TTTTUVUVUVUVWWWW
s�tut�vwxyz{|{&}{|,&~[�$�%������7$��8��

��8���Q��785D:;<�Q���.!�Z�����.�89$����

AT:;<����d7�"<�Q<����������$���7Q�5�5�.

�$�5� ���7

��$�%¡¢�.£89Q�5L ��!EFG�;O95L ���¤¥/D¦�
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�±²³s©´.µ© ¶°�}T·�¸��¬7¹UATp<º±²�»�»���.

�¼��d!"���dZ7X

���5.8�¢�#¡.A"8½�5 Q�5L �<�����.8¾¿]^7

ÀÁ

�� Cáo Cäo military figure who founded the X Wèi Kingdom

� xiàng elephant

ut Sän Guó “Three Kingdoms” period of Chinese history

yz göngyuán common era, A.D.

�d zhòngliàng weight

© chuán boat

¯ qí even; at the same level

ª qiän lead by a rope

±² shítou rock, stone

III. Listening Comprehension LÙÐÞ´O

1) When Xiè Chünméi made her phone call, she:

a. tried to reserve a house in Xï’än. b. reserved a room for next week.

c. called her aunt in Chicago. d. was unable to reach a hotel.

2) When at the post office Xiè Chünméi did not:

a. mail some post cards. b. mail a package.

c. buy stamps. d. mail a registered letter.

3) Why did Xiè Chünméi go to Nánjïng Road?

a. to make a phone call b. to mail a parcel

c. to see the sites of downtown Shànghâi d. to buy local specialty goods

4) Answer the following in complete sentences. Be sure to include all appropriate information
in your answer.
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Qîng nî shuö yï shuö Xiè Chünméi de fángjiän wèishénme méi dìng hâo?
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IV. Sentence Completion L�ÏN:O
Circle the items that best complete the following sentences.

1) ÉSÀùnS__________S__________KkYiw

a. £mv b. ûmû c. imi d. DmD

2) teJßZöXÎnÉ__________ö3Îw

a. ¯l b. ]8 c. î d. -.

3) __________pu�¯°nÇ/__________v@�ä�ñw

a. �mk b. ]lmkl

c. ¾¿m�� d. ¢£m�Ë

4) __________£hknt__________ú�dn__________�x;<$�Yw

a. c§mkm] b. c§m²³m�

c. c§m�m²³ d. cim�m]

V. Activity—ööööññññòòòò
For this activity, you may want to consult the textbook p. 175 as a model.

[ñ:

• p�ûU��w (a $20 bill and a $10 bill)
• pÔöñònouäÀå�Ò��áw

• Decide what country you are sending your package to, and what is inside.
• Decide what you want to buy (for example, how many stamps and at what price).

\6:

• [ñÔ�!öñò�
• IVVñò<À]w(“pound” = ^ bàng)

• Ask the customer if they want anything else, and calculate the total price.
• Make correct change. (êpm)
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• Write a receipt including itemized costs and total price.
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À]_ (Postage costs by continent and type of service)

XÎ

óô

3Î`üÎ

óô

ab §b �b cb
 �[
Àöef

�
�

$12 for first 4 lbs.;

$1.50 for each 
additional lb.

$15 for first 4 lbs.;

$2 for each 
additional lb.

$8 for first 4 lbs.;

$.50 for each 
additional lb.

$10 for first 4 lbs.;

$1 for each 
additional lb.

� $5 � $8 � $3 � $4

$6 for first 4 lbs.;

$.80 for each 
additional lb.

$7 for first 4 lbs.;

$1 for each 
additional lb.

$4 for first 4 lbs.;

$.30 for each 
additional lb.

$5 for first 4 lbs.;

$.50 for each 
additional lb.

� $5 � $8 � $3 � $4

List of countries by continent
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ØÙ � � � � �º» � � � � � 6gd
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"£áad
Ç�hd
iÙ�
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Tàiguó 
kl �   

mk

Yìnní 

�§d
>na

 Äijí

opÝ
 Kênníyâ

���d
ÜáÝd
qád
rst Móluògë
ªqd
uì

 Ägëntíng

�Ù � � � � ��Ù � � � � �vÙ d
��ìd
wà

 Zhìlì

áxy
 Hélán

z{
 Xïbänyá

|yì
 Ruìshì

 Xiöngyálì
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5. Reading Guidelines

Think about the following questions as you read the text. If you are unable to answer them, make
sure they are answered to your satisfaction in class.

p. 171:
1) In Line 1, insert k between �D and £ë.
2) What important pattern from lesson 2 is used in line 2?
3) Where are Lisa and Zhäng Tiänmíng?
4) What does Zhäng Tiänmíng think is strange?

p. 173:
1) Describe all the things Zhäng Tiänmíng and Lisa did at the post and telecommunications

office. Where in America would you go to do these things?
2) How long did Lisa wait in line to use the phone?
3) Our narrative omits their journey from America to Nanjing. What happened in Hong Kong?
4) Fifth line from the bottom: uë vc ‘realize’.
5) Fourth line from the bottom: } here is colloquial for v.
6) Third line from the bottom: /5 here is colloquial for /3.
7) Where are they going after Nanjing?

p. 175:
1) Why did Steve go to Taiwan? What is he doing at the post office?
2) What are Steve’s criteria for choosing a shipping method?
3) Line 9: ' zhòng ‘heavy’. The opposite is # qïng ‘light’.
4) Last line: ~G. See lesson 4.

5) What kind of relationship do you think Steve and Lisa have? Does Zhäng Tiänmíng have any
reason to be jealous?

6. Supplementary Translation Exercises

For practicing lesson 10 vocabulary and grammar points. Pay special attention to the underlined
words and phrases—some are from earlier lessons.

1) Yesterday Wáng Péng drove to the post office. He was driving and thinking about his
girlfriend at the same time. He thought and thought and then [without realizing it] he
arrived.
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2) Please put this letter into an envelope, stick the stamp on the envelope, and mail it
registered airmail to New York.

3) I took the opportunity of you not being here to finish the cookies, the candies, and the
Taiwanese specialty products. There’s still some tofu for you to eat.

4) Xiè Lán went to the post office to mail her aunt a package, and didn’t realize that her aunt
had however already moved to Korea. [use D]

5) I’ve worked at the post office for seven years. Except for the time Mr. Zhäng’s aerogram
was lost, the post office has been consistently reliable.

6) I’m going out to buy pants! In case I can’t succeed in buying any, please lend me your
jeans to wear. [use �]

7) I always go to the post office opposite the travel agency before 10:00. I take advantage of
times when people [waiting] in line are few to mail letters.

8) My mother should relax! I have already told her our itinerary [use �]. In addition, I’m also
taking candy; just in case we get lost (�Ä mí lù) along the way, we can eat it.

Supplementary Translation Exercises &&&&: 45
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Lesson 11: YYYYðïðïðïðï

1. Errata

Corrected or additional items are underlined.

I. Vocabulary Corrections (Textbook pp. 197-199)

@Þø �Fø v tîhuì understand/learn from experience
�� GH adj miàolíng (of young girls) be in the bloom of

youth
��[ adv hênhên de vigorously; severely; intensely
� v dèng glare, stare at
�]( vc rênbuzhù unable to bear, can’t help but...
Ï¿ IJ v chéngwéi become (+ n.) [add after Y��í]
µf KL vo shëngqì be angry
01 vo xîzâo bathe

Usage note: ç< vs. -Ë. “-Ë” merely indicates that something occurred last in a temporal
sequence. “ç<” is more subjective; it is used to express the feeling that a past action was long
overdue.

The following vocabulary in this lesson is reading vocabulary:

�ß£B���3BÒ��	B�"B��B�éB�ï�KB��[Bª9�B��B
�B��]*B�B����BY��íB��

RS�TUÂ Ã Ä Å Æ Ç È É Ê Ë Ì Í
Î Ï o Ê

II. Grammar Corrections (Textbook pp. 200-207)

p. 201:
Add to the explanatory sentence following example 3:
With “����”, “iiii” is not used.

Add to the explanation of r]��:

&�&�&�&�: 46 Errata

This pattern is usually used with “����  V” to mean “V-ed only with/after great difficulty”. It
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is used with actions that have been successfully completed. Do not confuse this usage with
“X¿¿¿¿qqqqÀ]À]À]À]��������” meaning “It is not easy to X”.

p. 203:
You may ignore Example 4 at the top of the page.

III. Homework Explanations (Workbook pp. 123-125)

1. Supplemental vocabulary for listening comprehension (p. 117 B2)

There are a number of new vocabulary items in this passage. However, by reading the questions
and paying attention to context, you should be able to understand most of the passage. Only a
few vocabulary items are given below. Remember, all temperatures are given in Celsius, not
Fahrenheit.

qìwën temperature
guänzhòng audience (of a visual medium, as opposed to

tïngzhòng ‘listening audience’)
jînliàng as much as possible
lêngqì air-conditioning

2. Unfamiliar words

A1. %± báitiän daytime
A1. ;� dâgöng work (part time)
A2. � guï = �£
A4. f� qìwën (atmospheric) temperature
D1. %$ kâpiàn card, greeting card
D2. ¯]l�� kê búshì ma? Exactly right!
D3. (f qîfëi take off, lift off

� gòu enough
£hk láidejí opposite of £]k

E1. |� shízài indeed, really
E2. O duì team

� lián even
E3. �� yânyuán actor

�� xîjù comic play
F1. ¯ kê = ̄ l

ç zông = çl
F4. ��� shòuhuòyuán salesperson

Errata &�&�&�&�: 47

Note that in Part C you should provide noun phrases, not sentences.
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2. Supplementary Grammar Notes

I. r¿]Àr¿]Àr¿]Àr¿]À�������� hâo bu róngyì (IC 201-02)
The adverbs r�� and r]�� mean exactly the same thing: “V-ed only with / only after
great difficulty.” (Cp. English “I could care less” and “I couldn’t care less,” both of which mean
“I don’t care at all.”)

The VP that follows r��ªr]�� is usually preceded by � “then and only then.” (Note
that when � is used, i does not occur.  See the notes on i below.) Since the VP indicates the
successful completion of an action, it often consists of a VC compound.

Be sure not to confuse this special pattern, used for completed actions, with the ordinary usage of
]�� as in ¹Ø�]�� “It’s not easy to learn Chinese”.

1) °±����R¡tr]�����w “Yesterday’s homework was really hard! Only
after great difficulty was I able to finish it.”

2) v�ïð��Ttr���(in¯lt��i¡ “After great difficulty I had
memorized the German teacher’s name, but I’ve forgotten it again!”

3) Ballard ���q�wt_K`+ (qí zìxíngchë ‘ride a bicycle’) r]���_ë�1w

4) /¸�ãS�� ¤q]¡¢wtr]���£w

Note: The opposite meaning, “V-ed easily”, is expressed q��[QkRVP.

II. �û�û�û�û zàisän (IC 202-03)
�û is an immovable Adv.. It means “repeatedly; over and over again.” It is most often used
with verbs that indicate speech or thinking, and often conveys a sense of exasperation or
tiresomeness.

1) t�û�É*zt¿0!µfn©lÉ]Ùt*w “I explained to him repeatedly why I
was angry, but he did not listen to what I said.”

2) »¦tvØÙ�¾(nEE�ûeJtÔ��¤¥ÒµÌw

Sometimes adverbial [ is used after �û:

3) t�û[�É*�<Ò/0ît�¦§?w

III. kkkkWWWW yìnxiàng
Note the use of �, î, and � with the noun kW in these examples. � is used to indicate the

&�&�&�&�: 48 Supplementary Grammar Notes

person who gets an impression.
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1) É�t]r�kWw “He gave me a bad impression.”

2) É�t�kW]rw “The impression that he gave me was bad.”

î is used to indicate the thing about which one has an impression.

3) tîÉ�kW]rw “My impression of him was bad.”

4) tîÉ�]r�kWw “I had a bad impression of him.”

IV. èèèèª�ªª�ªª�ªª�ªîîîî gën / xiàng / duì (IC 203-04)
For verbs involving the transfer of objects or information, the prepositions è and � indicate the
source.  In such cases they would be the equivalent of “from” in English.

Verbs of this class include: äB¨B©BÔ (‘request’)B�B�B;Ù

1) tètÂì©i���w “I borrowed some books from my friend”.

2) ¥«Fnp��FÛ;ÙYß,w “You should inquire about this matter from the
consulate”.

Note that ¢ cannot be used to mean “from” with this class of verbs.

For verbs describing communicative gestures (including speech), the prepositions è and �
indicate the recipient of the action. In such cases they would be the equivalent of “at”, “to” or
“towards” in English.  The preposition î can also be used to indicate the recipient.

Verbs of this class include *B�BÅªB�¦§

3) t�É�i�w “I smiled at him.”

4) Òît�¦§w “Don’t glare at me.”

Stylistically, � is more formal than è or î. In terms of meaning, î tends to imply one-
direction communication, while è tends to imply more of an interaction. Thus î works better
than è in the last example.

V. Review of iiii le (IC 205)
The rules governing the use of i in Chinese are complex, and have many exceptions. Since you
have now developed some intuition about i through practice and experience, this is a good
opportunity to review the rules and improve your understanding.

i has at least three distinct meanings in Chinese: (1) New-situation i (also called Change-of-
situation i), (2) Intensifier i, and (3) Completion i.

The third type is the most complicated, and the one we will spend the most time on. But let’s
first review the other two types.
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New-situation i always appears at the end of the sentence. It indicates that there has been a
change. Sometimes it is difficult to translate into English. Compare the following:

1a)t]Ôvw “I don’t want to go.”

1b)t]Ôviw “I don’t want to go anymore.”

2a)±fq6w “The weather is cold.”

2b)±f6iw “The weather has gotten cold.”

3) riw “Okay.”

New-situation i can also be used to indicate an impending change of situation, as in the 6Ôm
i pattern. (Cf. IC 206)

4) '±6Ôëiw “Spring will soon be here.”

5) tÔvØÙiw “I’m going to China.”

New-situation i can be used with almost any kind of sentence.

2. Intensifier iiii

Intensifier i appears conventionally in certain structures (such as Adj-« and ¨ Adj) to give
emphasis, like an exclamation mark.

6) r«i¡ “Great!”

7) ¥��A¨��i¡ “This lesson’s homework is so easy!”

3. Completion iiii

This i indicates completion of an action. It does not indicate past tense. For example, no i is
needed in these sentences, which describe past actions but do not emphasize completion:

8a)°±t�Ïïð;�Yw “I called Zhäng lâoshï yesterday.”

8b)�¸Óºtq¬w “I was busy last week.”

8c)tY5s�Y5Ù¬w “I was reading and listening to music at the same time.”

See Section 3c below for other examples where i is not used.

There are two kinds of Completion i, with distinct meanings and usages: (a) Verb i
(immediately follows the verb), and (b) Sentence i (comes at the end of the sentence).

3a. Verb i

Verb i is used for completion involving quantified objects, of which there are three types:
specific amounts, definite objects, and time duration.  Specific amounts are often marked by
the pattern Number-MW-Noun:
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10)ts/Ò��si½¦w “I saw the movie four times.”

Time duration is indicated by a time phrase:

11)t0}~0iW±w “I did laundry all day.”

Definite objects are marked by ¥ or /, or by a defining modifier, or are definite by virtue of
being known to both the speaker and the listener. (As you have seen, it is common to move such
definite objects to the beginning of the sentence, or to employ a � structure. This has not been
done in the following examples.)

12)tS·i/¸Tw “I wrote that character wrong.”

13)tsip�t��w “I read the book which you gave me.”

14)t®ëi8ïðw “I ran into Chen Laoshi.”

Verb i is also used for completion in the first part of a sentence when the rest of the sentence
says what happens next. The two parts of the sentence might be joined with �Ë, k, or � to
indicate the sequence of events.  Notice that the completion is not necessarily in the past; it could
be in the future.

15)p�i²Ü¿�ËÀ�t;�Yw “Call me after you eat dinner.”

16)täikeJpw “I’ll tell you as soon as I’ve bought it.”

17)Ési���£ïð*�Yw “He didn’t understand what the teacher said until he had
read the text.”

3b. Sentence i

Sentence i marks completed past action with present relevance: “up to now”, “so far”, or
otherwise implying something about the current situation. (Note that Verb i is often also
present in this pattern, so that there are two i’s in the sentence.)  Unlike Verb i, it may be
used with unquantified objects.  Compare these example sentences with those for Verb i above.

18)t�iû¸!iw “I’ve eaten three apples up to now. [I’m still eating.]”

t�iû¸!w “I ate three apples.”

19)ts/Ò��si½¦iw “I’ve seen the movie four times so far. [I’ll see it again.]”

ts/Ò��si½¦w “I saw the movie four times.”

20)t0}~0iW±iw “I’ve been doing laundry all day [and I’m still doing it].”

t0}~0iW±w “I did laundry all day.”

21)tS·i/¸Tiw “I wrote that character wrong [and now what do I do?].”

tS·i/¸Tw “I wrote that character wrong.”

22)t�Üiw “I’ve eaten.” (present relevance: I don’t need to eat now)
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24a) tä}~iw “I’ve bought clothes.” (unquantified object, present relevance)

24b) täi}~iw “I’ve bought the clothes.” (quantified object, present relevance)

The difference between the previous two sentences is quite subtle.  The presence of Verb i in
the second one conveys the sense that the object is quantified.  This implies that the listener
already was aware of a certain fixed quantity of clothes that the speaker wanted to buy.

Exceptions: With verbs of motion and places, and with personal pronouns, Sentence i is often
used instead of Verb i, even though the object is definite.

25a) pv^3i� “Where did you go?”

25b) tvØÙiw “I went to China.”

26)teJÉiw “I told her.”

3c. Where Completion i is not used

A number of structures and sentence types are incompatible with Completion i. Among them:

i. Habitual past action

27)t/��¨v
1w “We used to go to the park often.”

ii. With certain verbs that describe states instead of actions (�, �, l, �, ¯�)

28)tv"�ÜáÝw “Last year I was in Mexico.”

iii. After certain adverbs that are incompatible with completion (E�, �, �, ù)

29)tE��[¸!w “I didn’t eat three apples.”

Note that with � and ù it is okay to use Verb i but not Sentence i:

30a) t�ÅW�ëw “I didn’t arrive until 8:30.”

30b) t�ÅW�ëi�8w “I didn’t arrive in Nanjing until 8:30.”

iv. In modifying clauses (followed by � + N)

31)t°±ä�+q��w “The car I bought yesterday was cheap.”

v. With potential complements (ä]ë, Ùh¯)

32)tê]ët�&¹w “I couldn’t find my classmate.”

vi. With the lm� pattern
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3. Simplified Character Exercise
Asterisked characters are in the current lesson’s vocabulary.

I. These characters share a component.

Character Pinyin Simplified form (5 times) Word (simp.)

°*M " ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

± N # ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

Ê O $ ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

²*P % ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

	 Q & ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

³*R ' ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

Æ S ( ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

õ*:  ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

Í T ) ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

II. These simplified characters were created by dropping a component of the traditional.

´ U * ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

ó 7 + ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________
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III. Simplified forms of other characters.

Æ V - ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

ª W . ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

4. Activities & Exercises

I. Practice with r¿]Àr¿]Àr¿]Àr¿]À��������

Instructions: Work with a partner.  One student should look at box A and cover box B.  The
other student should look at box B and cover box A.  When your partner is speaking, you should
be listening carefully instead of reading your partner’s sentence.

Remember, “r]�� + VP” refers to a specific completed action. In this exercise, be sure to
provide both a context to make the action specific (e.g. by indicating a time like °±) and a
result to indicate completion (e.g. ��).  For example:

A: Ø�qRn»��µ�¤qVw

B: �l¡t°±²�r]�����UY��µ��(w

Ia. You and your partner are commiserating about life’s difficulties. Listen to your partner’s
statements and concur by sharing an experience you had using r¿]À��¿�À. You can
use the vocabulary listed below in your answer.

1. *+ 2. s 3. ê 4. ä

Ib. You and your partner are commiserating about life’s difficulties. Read to your partner the
following statements and write down his/her response.

5) p�
����q�¡

6) ¥«`ßq'¡

7) 
+��Vhq¡

8) ÁÂÅi¨V:¡
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Ia. You and your partner are commiserating about life’s difficulties. Read to your partner the
following statements and write down his/her response.

1) áâãÕ&q]e�¡

2) ps�� <«i¡

3) t�;qRênl]l�

4) ¥µ��¶n¥3�@�û]V¤Ì�iw

Ib. You and your partner are commiserating about life’s difficulties. Listen to your partner’s
statement and concur by sharing an experience you had using r¿]À��¿�À. You can
use the vocabulary listed below in your answer.

5. � 6. = 7. � 8. �

II. Practice with �û�û�û�û

IIa. You and your partner are discussing a common friend, Zhäng Jié. Read to your partner the
following statements regarding Zhäng’s bad habits and write down his/her responses.

1) É�ÜY�v¨V¶w

2) É�	Y5úþY5*+w

3) É°±²��i½ñ !�ûñ¯°w

IIb. You and your partner now begin to discuss a another friend, Gäo Mêiyïng. Listen to your
partner’s statements, then use �û to indicate your repeated unsuccessful attempts to warn Gäo.
(Use the phrases �ªîx* or �x.)

Example: x-�YÑ]��w
Response: t�û�x*x¡¢»±��nÔ]Y?{h]rw
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IIa. You and your partner are discussing a common friend, Zhäng Jié. Listen to your partner’s
statements, then use �û to indicate your repeated unsuccessful attempts to warn Zhäng. (Use
the phrases �ªîÉ* or �É.)

Example: É-�YÑ]��w
Response: t�û�É*É¡¢»±��nÔ]Y?{h]rw

IIb. You and your partner now begin to discuss another friend, Gäo Mêiyïng. Read to your
partner the following statements regarding Gäo’s bad habits. Write down your partner’s
responses.

4) x���h�Vw

5) x»±sU¸1¾��w

6) x-�û¸·E01w

III. Practice with ����, îîîî, and èèèè
Which of the following sentences can use î in place of �? Which can use è?

1) t�É©i[���w

2) ïð�t*U<pÔrr[¼´�w?

3) p¡¢î�����¾(�b`¸ä�åw

4) çÐ]&�n©lÉ�l�tÅiªw

5) t�\6Ô (yào ‘request’) ~Gw

6) ÁÂ��ïð¨iY6��w

7) ßZ��[�t�iY¦w

8) xE��t*Yná�t�i�w

9) p¶±E���npß��l�ïð���,w

10) p¡¢�¹º;Ù�FÛ�[Ãw

IV. Practice with iiii
Fill in X if i is not grammatically possible.  Fill in icomp wherever completion i is possible,
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prepared to say which uses of i are optional and which are mandatory, and how the presence of
i affects the meaning.

1) »:q¼__________w

2) tú__________½¾¿__________ú__________TUJÆ__________w

3) tEN__________ï\%__________n]�ä__________/«;__________ÀÁ�
�}__________w

4) �8�Ø��¨Â²__________w

5) t0__________û¦}~__________�0°Ã__________w

6) tHHµÌ__________wt]�Ä__________p/v__________w

7) ps�__________èt©__________�/��k��t__________nr��

8) t��__________¡t¯�KIä__________w

V. Practice with uæuæuæuæ]�]�]�]� and ëëëë0000!!!!ÅÅÅÅÆÆÆÆ

Pattern: Subj. uæuæuæuæ]�]�]�]� (TOPIC) Adj. ëëëë0000!!!!ÅÅÅÅÆÆÆÆ

“Subj. can’t/couldn’t imagine how Adj TOPIC is”

Translate:

“You can’t imagine how big Bill Gates’ house is!”

“You can’t imagine how terrible to eat the food you made was!”

Answer the questions using the pattern.  You’ll want to start your answers with p.

1) ®:l]lqR��

2) Rainier �l]lqÂ²�

3) 3Çl]lq¼�

4) 
+�l]lq��

5) Bill Gates l]lq���

VI. Practice with @@@@ÞÞÞÞëëëë0000!!!!FFFF

Pattern: Situation/Time ����@@@@ÞÞÞÞëëëë0000!!!!FFFF “Word”
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Translate:

“Now I understand what is meant by ‘grand’ / ‘hungry’ / ‘stupid’ / ‘smart’ / ‘great’ (wêidà).”

Complete the following sentences with the pattern.

1) tëi3Ç ______________________________________________________

2) t¯ëÉªx ____________________________________________________

3) t�i-:È ____________________________________________________

4) tÉ (pá ‘climb’) iØ�� _________________________________________

VII. Reading Comprehension LÊËÞ´O
Choose the best answers to the each question after reading the passage.

Ð���ÑÒÓÔÐ�%�$ÕÖ�×Ø7 8E8ÙÚÛÜ�-��ÑÝ�ÞLßà

(xiängxìn ‘to believe’) áâã��äå.æCTBáâç�èL�é.áâCLêÜ7Q

�ë0BÑÝìíßàáâL�îïðñêÜ.�"æ½L0Báâ$�����¬7$

��.ÑÒ.ÛÜ.ÑÝ+2u%�����òóôõÂ.89ö�òóô�÷��7�

"ø$ÕÖ�Ø"ù ÑÝÍ¹QúçZGû["üÆý-.þs������X�è7�

���vw�9ë	Ò�¦�¦.££"
sçè.U�89\£}ÑÝsçè789ë

��E.G£✕�%îï�üÆý-sçè7X����ÑÝ��Kçè.ðñÓÔæ.

æ�î7�º�ÑÝëL01.�TÑÝßà89E��"��7á���TU.ÑÝL

�0Báâã�L�. ��L�çèZ7

1) How did Wáng Lán perceive herself before she went to Qínhuái River?

a. She thought she was not pretty, but sang well.

b. She though she was beautiful, but sang poorly.

c. She did not have self-confidence.

d. She didn’t like being smart and unattractive.

2) What did Wáng Lì and his friend think about the Qínhuái River?

a. It is boring.

b. It is attractive.

c. There are huge crowds of people.
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3) What song did people hear by the Qínhuái River?

a. “In those days, she was a young lady.”

b. “Now the lady is not as beautiful as before.”

c. “The lady has become ugly and no one pays attention to her anymore.”

d. “In those days, the young lady was so beautiful. Now she is old and less charming.”

4) What is the name of the roommate of the author’s friend?
a. Wáng Lì b. Zhäng Míng c. Wáng Lán d. We don’t know.

5) Why did Wáng Lán sing?

a. Because the Qínhuái River was beautiful. b. She felt sad.

c. Her friends urged her to sing a song. d. We have no clue. She sang suddenly.

6) What did the people by the Qínhuái River say to Wáng Lán?

a. They told her that she sang loudly. b. They asked her to sing again.

c. They told her that she sang beautifully

d. They asked her where she is from

VIII. Writing letters and addressing envelopes
Look at this sample of the letter format used both in Taiwan and the People’s Republic. Letter
writing practice varies widely, so this is only a generic template. Note especially that letter
writing tends to be much more formal in Taiwan, as writers often borrow numerous phrases from
the classical literary language.
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'wishing you'

1ÁUd
ddddd �pr¡£ï/7í~ëwt¾
¿YÑÌÒ¬n��£]kSï�
pw�ÍÎ¡d
dddd �dp�t¥��E�ç�n��
�E�¯�de�15w.Ïl¥
0U¹��)*��ÐÑÒ�nÓ
�á�Ô=�1Õw�!p£�¾
(�uÉ�nt/k¯�¨+nÔ
]t/¯��
+ëá»vd
enÖ×wØ���ÙªÚ�Vn
¥3�ÛÜÒ��	np>?Þ�
	¡d
ddddd �p�ÅÔë¥3£nIp&.
twtÞë+�vÔpwÝÞp�
ë£wd
ddddddddddddddd ���������������ßd
¤¥d
ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd1ßd
dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddT·Y9

Body
Note the practice is to indent the first line
of each new paragraph approximately 2 
characters worth of space.

Closing
When closing a letter, the practice is to 
leave from 1/3 to 2/3 of a line of white 
space following the last line of the body, 
after which the closing begins with one 
of these two conventional phrases:

��
��

On a separate line, flush left, the closing 
wish is written. This usually consist of a 
conventional two- or four-character 
phrase. Common ones include:

�Ã���
�����
���
� �
��

To a fellow student you could write:

J�

To a teacher you could write:

!�

To your parents you could write:

Q�

At the New Year you could write:

"[� 

Salutation
When addressing a letter, write the name followed by a colon, as in the example letter here. When 
writing to someone other than a friend, the practice is to refer to him or her by title. Here are a few 
common ones:

#$%&À����������#$%�'����������#$%!(������������=)>*

Under the influence of English, some people in both Taiwan and the PRC will address letters to family 
members and close friends with the phrase                'dear'.*+�

DateSignature
When signing a letter to someone other 
than a very close friend, you may wish to
use a respectful tone. You can achieve 
this by adding one of the following:

#��%« 'submitted by <personal name>'
'respectfully submitted by <full name>'

'respectfully written by <full name>'qî
#$�%�«

#$�%�,

The date can also be 
written in Arabic numerals 
separated by dots, e.g. 
2001.1.27

'respectfully wishing you'
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Below are sample envelopes for both mainland China and Taiwan.

/0
123456789:;<=>?@A

BCDEFG

H23IJH9:@KA�������LDM

: ✣ ✣ ✣ O ✥

Postal code

Recipient's address
As with all Chinese addresses, the recipient’s address progresses from 
larger to smaller units. This address includes: city, city district, road, 
building number, entry number, and apartment number.

Recipient's name
The recipient’s name is optionally 
followed by       'to receive'.G

Sender's address
The sender’s address can be followed by the sender’s name 
and      'sent'. The two elements are separated by white space.MQ

/RST
yóuzhèng biän mâ

The vertically-written envelope is becoming rarer in Taiwan, but is still seen.
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/�0

1
2
3
Q
�
4
�
5
2
6
{
7
�
|
u
&
8

1
�
3
Q
y
9
6
{
&
8

2 5 2 3 1

:
î
;
¡
<

=

Postal code

Recipient's address
The recipient’s address should  
line up with the top of the first 
character in the recipient’s name.  
Many streets in Taipei are divided 
into sections. This address is on 
Zhongshan North Road Section 2.

Sender's address
The sender’s address is 
written lower down on the 
envelope than the 
recipient’s name.

Recipient's name
The recipient’s name is 
usually followed by his or 
her title and      'receive'.G

ÀàÐô
yóu   dì    qü    hào
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/0
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Addressing envelopes

Below are two Chinese addresses as they might appear in English on an American envelope.
Rewrite them in Chinese characters on the appropriate blank envelopes on the previous page. Be
sure to use the sample envelopes as a guide.

<Sender>
Room (X) 506, 8th Floor (Y)
Xïnxïng (Z[) Building
88 Jiànguó (\�) Road
Xi’an, Shânxï Province (]^_)
710001

<Recipient>
30 Báishíqiáo (`ab) Road
Hâidiàn (cd) District, Beijing
100081

<Sender>
Room 12, Building 5
1 College Road
Tainan

<Recipient>
162 Hépíng (�S) East Road Section 1
Taipei

Writing a letter

You and your &¹ are currently on a study abroad trip in Xi’an. Collaborate with your &¹ to
write a letter in Chinese to your friend in Beijing.  Try to convince him or her to come visit you.
Be sure to use three types of i in your letter.  Underline each i, and add a footnote indicating
which type it is.

Use the letter format illustrated above.  When you are done writing, address an envelope and
place your letter inside it.  Below is a list of things to see and do in and around Xi’an.  You may
want to learn more about some of these places on the internet before finishing your letter:

tera-cotta warriors á"â bïng mâ yông ancient city walls ª9�

tomb of the first emperor ãsä� Qín shî huáng líng

Bànpö neolithic village WhåÃ Bànpö yízhî
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5. Reading Guidelines

Think about the following questions as you read the text. If you are unable to answer them, make
sure they are answered to your satisfaction in class.

p. 193:
1) How many days was Zhäng Tiänmíng in Nanjing? Describe what he did on each day.
2) In line 9, uæ]�£ is the same structure (with £ omitted) as u]�£. It means

something like ‘could not work out by imagining’ or ‘couldn’t imagine’.
3) Line 9: Adj ë0!ÅÆ ‘Adj to what extent/degree’ = ‘how Adj’
4) Line 11: ��m�l¾¿m “the reason that ... is precisely because ...”. This is an inverted

version of the familiar ¾¿m��m pattern, in which the result comes before the reason.
We will learn this pattern formally in lesson 13.

5) Zhäng Tiänmíng refers to the Qínhuái River with a metaphor. What kind of metaphor does he
use? Why did Lisa object?

6) In the second line of the last paragraph the phrase t]*p/o.5 appears. What word
has been omitted from the beginning of this sentence (hint: it goes together with o to form a
pattern learned in lesson 8).

7) Fourth line from the bottom: 3 here is metaphorical: “sea of trees”.

p. 195:
1) In line 1, � is not a question word (interrogative pronoun) but an indefinite pronoun, meaning

‘anyone’.
2) In line 3, Ï¿ means ‘to become’. (Note that in its prepositional meaning ‘for, on behalf of’
¿ is read in the fourth tone wèi, while in its verbal meaning of ‘be, act as’ it is read in the
second tone wéi.)

3) Why does Lisa want to be buried at the Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum? What promise does Zhäng
Tiänmíng make?

4) Why does Zhäng Tiänmíng think his mother will be angry at him?
5) Why does Zhäng Tiänmíng think Lisa might get angry at him?

6. Supplementary Translation Exercises

For practicing lesson 11 vocabulary and grammar points. Pay special attention to the underlined
words and phrases—some are from earlier lessons.

1) My father told me over and over again to eat more tofu and eat fewer cookies.

2) This Chinese story is even longer than I had imagined. I only finished reading it with great
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3) Wang Peng glared at me severely. I couldn’t help being angry at him.

4) I’d already eaten twelve cookies. He urged me to eat six more. I finished them with great
difficulty.

5) The city walls made a deep impression on me [= gave me...]. No wonder they attract many
tourists every year. Before I saw them I couldn’t imagine how [=to what degree] grand they
were.

6) After Wang Peng died, I finally understood the importance of friendship (ìç yôuyì). I
want to be buried next to him when I die.

7) When my [little male] cousin saw that [at] the Temple of Confucius there were huge
crowds of people, he suddenly was not willing to go over and look at the architecture. He
finally went in after great difficulty. That gave me a bad impression.

8) Before I took that professor’s class, I couldn’t imagine how [to what extent] deep the ocean
is! I don’t want to take a boat to Nánjïng anymore.

Supplementary Translation Exercises &�&�&�&�: 65
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Lesson 12: ØØØØÙÙÙÙ��������9999

1. Errata

Corrected or additional items are underlined.

I. Vocabulary Corrections (Textbook pp. 215-218)

/è t zâochén early morning
é v dài wear (hat, gloves, glasses, jewelry)
´ê ef n, v xíguàn usual practice, custom; be used to
ë v duän hold level with both hands; serve

(food)
|ì� ghi shíjìshang actually, in fact, in reality
_7 jk v biâoxiàn display, manifest, express
¤¥ lm n guänxi relationship [add after yí]
ï�î n lâobâixìng ordinary folks, common people
Wï no v, n xiàngzhëng symbolize; symbol
q" vo bài nián pay a New Year call; wish someone

a happy New Year
9: n rìzi days, time, life; days of one’s life
ð¯� pqr adv jìnkênéng try one’s best to

The following vocabulary in this lesson is reading vocabulary:

/èBwñB§�B\ñBòóBëBô:BÙÁB>BõÙõöB÷øBùúBûüB
ýþB�¾B�u�ËB��BëÂrìBq"B���B��B�·B�éBð¯�B
`:B·¯B�·

RS�TU> ? @ A B C D E F ( G

II. Grammar Corrections (Textbook pp. 219-228)

p. 219:
Change the second-to-last line on the page:
“�ª]�+ Verb + resultative complement/directional complement.”

&{&{&{&{: 66 Errata
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p. 220:
In the middle of the page, replace “��” with “Verb”.

Change the pattern at the bottom of the page to:
2. “V D�”: (V for fun)

III. Homework Corrections (Workbook pp. 134-137)

p. 135:
In Exercise B, remember that s� is always followed by ] or E.
In Exercise E, complete the sentences using potential complements.

IV. Homework Explanations (Workbook pp. 134-137)

1. Supplemental vocabulary for listening comprehension (p. 128-9 B2)

yìzhuö a tableful
xiâoxïn careful
bùhâoyìsi embarrassed
sâo dì sweep the floor
jìxù continue
liú leave (behind)
yú surplus, extra

2. Unfamiliar words

A2. ¨«	 tàijíquán Tai Chi (literally “Great Ultimate Fist”)
A3. ; zuòjiä writer, author
B3. 
: páizi brand

� biàn change, become
Eex. vß fàngxià to fit in
E3. �ß shèngxià leave over, be left over

2. Supplementary Grammar Notes

I. Question Words as Indefinites (IC 221-222)
You have learned a number of question words (QW), including 0!B�B^3B0!¾(B
V�B�B�!m

When used as indefinites, these words appear in sentences that are not questions at all. We have

Supplementary Grammar Notes &{&{&{&{: 67

seen this already last quarter. How would you translate the QW in the following sentences?
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A. P� QW ¤...

1) P�p�0!0���n+�¤]¯�vw

2) P�Ç/v^38�n¤Ô�·¯w

B. QW, mk QW

3) pué0!ké0!w

4) �Þ�ô:�k�w

Pattern 1: Neg.  +  0!  +  N

In this new pattern 0! acts like an Adj., modifying the following N, and means “any.” In
conjunction with the negative, it means “[not] any” or “[not] much”.

5) »±��îp§@¤¥E�0!rñw “Eating duck every day does not really have any
health benefits.”

6) tEä0!�án���Eæ�w “I didn’t buy much of anything, so I didn’t spend all
the money.”

7) ît£*�r (Qü Yuán) S��E�0!ÌÒ���w

Answer the following questions with Neg.+ 0000!!!!  + N:

8) p¥¸���0!;<�

9) p/��0!���

10)p�0!b`���

11)p°±s0!��� �

12)¥���!0�

Pattern 2a: QW  ⇒  “something/-time/-place/-body/...”

Pattern 2b: NEG. + QW  ⇒  “anything/-time/-place/-body/...”

In the two variations of Pattern 2, the QW functions as a N. This pattern is most common with
0!, but the other question words can occur as well. For example, note the use of both 0! and
^ in the second-to-last line of the lesson 8 text.

13)tuúÅ30!w “I want to order a little something.”

14)tE�*0!w “I didn’t say (much of) anything.”

This pattern can also occur with other QWs, though more commonly in negative sentences.

&{&{&{&{: 68 Supplementary Grammar Notes

15)t/ä9:Ev^3w “I didn’t go anywhere (significant) during those days.”
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16)ÁÂ�E�£wÉ>?�Ä�®ë (pèngdào ‘ran into’) �iw

Pattern 3: QW + ¤ªom

Pattern 3 is not discussed your textbook, but is quite common, and occurs in many of the lesson
texts. The pattern is quite emphatic; it can’t be translated with qualifiers like “much” as can
Patterns 1 and 2.  The exact translation of QW varies according to whether the sentence is in the
affirmative or negative.

QW + ¤ªo  ⇒  “every/all________”

QW + ¤ªo + Neg. ⇒  “any________ (at all)”

¤ is more common in this pattern. o can replace ¤, but does so most often with negated Vs.
For an example, see the first line of the second page of the lesson 11 text (IC p. 196).

17)^¸¾��¬ç��¤�	w “Gäo Mêiyïng likes the music of every period.”

18)tùë�Ù�¾(n0!:¤]´êw “When I had just arrived in the U.S., I was not
accustomed to any of the food (at all).”

19)x�¤]��w

20)^Ù���n%��¤�hq���w

Remember, ¤ always comes before the verb but after the noun phrase it qualifies. This means
that the indefinite question word must often be preposed to the beginning of the sentence, so that
¤ can come after it.

II. èèèè X ����¤¤¤¤¥¥¥¥  gën...yôu guänxi ‘related to X’ (IC 226-227)
The term ¤¥ ‘relationship’ is an extremely flexible and important word in Chinese, as it
expresses everything from social relationships to cause-and-effect relationships.

1) ±��¿��¤¥-�]¨rw “Tiänhuá and Tom’s relationship hasn’t been too good
lately.”

2) ¥[«F�¤¥l0!� “What’s the relationship between these two things?”

Here are a few commonly seen patterns with �¤¥ ‘have a relationship’:

1 A è X �¤¥

“A is related to X, A has something to do with X”

2 A è X E�¤¥

“A is not related to X”

3 A è X �0!¤¥�

Supplementary Grammar Notes &{&{&{&{: 69

“What’s the relationship between A and X?”
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4 è X �¤¥� A

“A that is related to X” [note that this is a noun phrase, NOT a sentence]

3) ���è�¡æ�0!¤¥� “What’s the connection between Yáng Guìfëi and Huáqïng
Springs?”

4) t�F.èpE�¤¥np]Ô½w “My affairs have nothing to do with you, don’t
interfere.”

5) tçó]çóèpE�¤¥w

6) �è��0!¤¥�

7) ¥lY¸è�;¤�¤¥���w “This is a problem which involves everyone.”

8) É]��¯�èÉl����¤¥w

Complete the dialogue ���@��:

Make dialogues based on the following model using the phrases listed below.

A: t __________ .

B: ¿0!�

A: /¯�èt __________ �¤¥.

Example: q� (è ‘hungry’): <tq�¯�ètE�/Ü�¤¥w?

9) §@qr

10)�iéK� (shôubiâo ‘watch’)

11)¶±E�yí (‘energy’)

12){|{h]r

13)�]�

III. ����µµµµ����0000 gèzhônggèyàng ‘all sorts of’ (IC 227)

Pattern: �µ�0� N

“all sorts of N”

1) t�2�t��µ�0�:

2) ïð*h]¡¢n¹µ� ________ ��w

&{&{&{&{: 70 Supplementary Grammar Notes

3) ¥;��� ________ [ãnt/ä^Ïr�
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Make sentences �H�� (where possible, begin your sentences with ÐÐÐÐ0000BIBIBIBI):

4) æ

5) }~

6) Û 

7) zï$

8) Àå

9) ýþ

10)HÂì

11)%&

12)·¯

IV. NP !Y!Y!Y!Y zhïyï ‘one of...’ (IC 227)
1) Élt�	�H23!Yw “He’s one of the boys that I like.”

One of the most common types of NP used with !Y is “- Adj. � N”, as in:

Pattern: X llll (scope) ---- Adj. ���� N !Y!Y!Y!Y

“X is one of the most Adj. N’s (in scope)”

The scope might be a place (e.g. ØÙ, "#�, t/¹�), a group, or some other term that
delimits a subset.

2) ØÙl$%-<�Ù;!Yw

3) &: (Mèngzî)) lØÙ-³��Z¹; (zhéxuéjiä ‘philosopher’) !Yw

4) “Dawson’s Creek” lt-�	s���� !Yw

Supplementary Grammar Notes &{&{&{&{: 71

5) �8l�Ùª'-V�9(!Yw
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Make sentences �H��:

6) Â²

7) ���

8) r�

9) ��

10)ç

11)��

12)� 

13)��

14)¯)

15)�	

V. Potential complements: V hhhh C, V ]]]] C (IC 219-220)
Before discussing potential complements, it will be necessary to review the difference between
VO, VV, and VC verb structures.

VO is a verb-object compound which functions semantically like a verb but syntactically is
composed of a verb and a noun.  For example: �Ü ‘to eat’, �Ù ‘go abroad’, ¯ê ‘to meet’.
In terms of grammar, these words are no different than phrases like ä}~, s��, etc. The
verb and object can be separated, or the verb can be repeated, as in:

1) É*+*hq6w

2) t/¯8Y¦êw

3) �qVÜw

&{&{&{&{: 72 Supplementary Grammar Notes

Some verbs are two syllables, but are not VO compounds. We can refer to these as VV verbs.
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For example: �, �', º°, b`, ¹´. These verbs behave syntactically exactly like
single-syllable verbs such as ä, s, �, ,, u, etc. The two syllables of these verbs are never
separated. (These verbs might additionally take an object.)

4) É�hq6w

5) t/7íº°iY¦<9w

6) �'qVºñw

VC are compounds of a verb (which might be one or two syllables) and a complement. The
compound as a whole is a verb. We have learned two kinds of complements which can attach
directly to verbs: resultative and directional. The complement tells you two things: (1) that the
action described by the verb is completed; (2) what the resulting state or situation is. Examples
of VC compounds with results are:

7) ��¿ÜÀ action: ‘eat’; result: ‘finished’

8) ;- action: ‘hit’; result: ‘broken’

9) ¼´r action: ‘review’; result: ‘finished; successful’

10)ö÷ action: ‘mail’; result: ‘lost’

11)äë action: ‘buy’; result: ‘succeeded’

12)ú) action: ‘drink’; result: ‘drunk’

13)*? action: ‘speak’; result: ‘settled’

14)S· action: ‘write’; result: ‘incorrect’

15);& action: ‘dial (phone)’; result: ‘connected’

16)s¯ action: ‘look’; result: ‘see’

We have also learned about directional compounds, like:

17)�ß£ action: ‘squeeze, jostle’; direction: ‘off (a vehicle)’

18)�8v action: ‘walk’; direction: ‘over (there)’

19)}� action: ‘run’; direction: ‘up’

These VC compounds can also take objects, as in the first example (��). In practice, definite
objects are often transposed to the beginning of the sentence, or a � structure is used. For
example:

20)É�.:;-iw

Now we are ready to review another kind of complement, the ‘potential complement’. This kind
of complement describes the ability (or inability) to carry an action through to a result. It is
formed by inserting h or ] between a verb and its complement of result or direction. In English
we translate as “can” or “can’t”. Note that � and ]� are not used to express ability to carry an

Supplementary Grammar Notes &{&{&{&{: 73

action through to a result.
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21)�h� ‘can finish eating’ 22);h- ‘can break’

23)¼´]r ‘can’t successfully review’ 24)�]r ‘can’t sleep well’

25)ähë ‘can (successfully) buy’ 26)ú]) ‘can’t get drunk’

27)*]? ‘can’t say for sure’ 28);]& ‘can’t get through (on phone)’

29)sh¯ ‘can see’ 30)�]ß£ ‘can’t squeeze off (e.g. a bus)’

31)�]8v ‘can’t walk over’ 32)}h� ‘can climb up’

Note the difference between ;]& ‘can’t/couldn’t get through’ and E�;& ‘didn’t get
through’.

Remember that you cannot use completion i with potential complements!

Generally, one cannot use ]� with VC structure.

33)p+¨1int/Ä¸��]ßw (not ]��ß)

34)t]Þ9n¥Ò��s�Ù]£w (not ]�Ù£)

One exception is that you can use ]� with VC in an order (“You may not...”), where � refers
to permission, not ability:

35)p]���nt�Ô�_G�w “You can’t (= may not) finish it, I still want to give some
to your cousin.”

VI. V-DDDD����  V-zhe wánr ‘V for fun’ (IC 220-21)
In this pattern, the verb must be only one syllable.  You cannot directly use an object in this
pattern; instead you can prepose the VO before the pattern.

Examples:

*D� “tease, say for fun”

�D� “eat for fun (not for hunger)”

�¯°�D� “eat cookies for fun”

1) A: p�S� ��

B: ]nt__________________________________________

2) t»±01�¾( __________________________________

3) A: p�äiØÙÀå��E�\ñ,w

&{&{&{&{: 74 Supplementary Grammar Notes

B: E¤¥nt ______________________________________
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3. Simplified Character Exercise
Asterisked characters are in the current lesson’s vocabulary.

I. These characters share a component.

Character Pinyin Simplified form (5 times) Word (simp.)

�*s U ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

/ t V ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

0 u W ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

II. Simplified forms of other characters.

�*v X ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

´*e Y ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

ñ*w Z ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

c*x [ ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

� y \ ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

d �  ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

ý*z ] ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

Simplified Character Exercises &{&{&{&{: 75

|*g ^ ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________
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4. Activities & Exercises

I. Practice with Complements
Practice the following dialog with a classmate.  Make as many different sentences as you can by
using different verbs, complements, and objects.  Feel free to make the sentences longer and
more creative.

A: pQ°±R VC i (Object) E��

B: E�nt V]C, ¾¿m

II. Practice with Indefinite QWs and Negatives

IIa. Ask your partner questions based on the English phrases below.

1) Yesterday shopping center bought what?

2) Your aunt made what dishes?

3) Sight-seeing Great Wall with who?

4) Last night art film how was it?

IIb. Listen to your partner’s questions, and answer using an indefinite QW to give your partner a
negative response.

Ex:Last year celebrating New Year went where?

A: pv"8'��¾(v^3�

&{&{&{&{: 76 Activities & Exercises

B: tE�v^3w “I didn’t go anywhere.”
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IIa. Listen to your partner’s questions, and answer using an indefinite QW to give your partner a
negative response.

Ex:Last year celebrating New Year went where?

A: pv"8'��¾(v^3�

B: tE�v^3w “I didn’t go anywhere.”

IIb. Ask your partner questions based on the English phrases below.

5) Yesterday at the party sang what?

6) Last week from whom borrowed car?

7) Last night called who?

8) Last month on vacation did what?

III. Practice with Indefinite QWs and ¤¤¤¤/oooo

IIIa. Ask your partner the following questions.

1) ¥��A���

2) pz±0!¾(�;��

3) p*¡¢ä^µ¶:1��

4) t/�
23+6�l_K`+6�

IIIb. Listen to your partner’s questions, and answer using an indefinite QW + ¤/o meaning
“any/every...”. Don’t forget to practice both positive and negative answers!

Ex:A: pÞ0!4�

B: t0!4¤]Þw “I don’t know any languages.”

     or t0!4¤Þw “I know every language.”

Activities & Exercises &{&{&{&{: 77
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IIIa. Listen to your partner’s questions, and answer using an indefinite QW + ¤/o meaning
“any/every...”. Don’t forget to practice both positive and negative answers!

Ex:A. pÞ0!4�

B. t0!4¤]Þw “I don’t know any languages.”

     or t0!4¤Þw “I know every language.”

IIIb. Ask your partner the following questions.

5) p220!:�h-r�

6) pÔÙt5^6��

7) áâã(^3Õ&-e��

8) z±�v�npuI78�lIÏ±z�

5. Reading Guidelines

Think about the following questions as you read the text. If you are unable to answer them, make
sure they are answered to your satisfaction in class.

p. 209:
1) Which Chinese city are Lisa and Zhäng Tiänmíng in?
2) Line 3: 8v guòqù ‘past’
3) What kind of food was served? What other holiday activities happened?

p. 211:
1) How many cousins does Zhäng Tiänmíng have?
2) Line 4: ¥�5 is two words ¥ + �5 , not ¥� +5.
3) Why was Qü Yuán banished?
4) How are the two main rituals of Duänwû Jié related to the story of Qü Yuán?

p. 213:
4) The traditional Chinese calendar is lunar.  Each month begins on the new (invisible) moon.

The full moon falls on the fifteenth day of the month.  Because there is no inherent
relationship between the orbit of the moon around the earth and the orbit of the earth around
the sun, the lunar calendar has no consistent relationship with the modern solar calendar.
Lunar months are 29 or 30 days long.  When dates for Chinese holidays are given (as, for
example, Ä·Ä9), they usually refer to the lunar rather than the solar calendar.  In general,
the lunar year begins about a month after the solar new year (with considerable variation from
year to year).  Thus a holiday that falls in the fifth lunar month tends to occur in June.  Note

&{&{&{&{: 78 Reading Guidelines

that other traditional calendrical systems (such as the Muslim and Jewish calendars) are also
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lunar.
1) Which holiday has two names?
2) Be prepared to name the most important Chinese holidays, and the activities associated with

them.
3) Note the use of a reduplicated measure word in lines 2-3.  We will study these in more detail

Reading Guidelines &{&{&{&{: 79

in lesson 16.
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6. Supplementary Translation Exercises

For practicing lesson 12 vocabulary and grammar points. Pay special attention to the underlined
words and phrases—some are from earlier lessons.

1) The Lantern Festival is one of my favorite traditional holidays. Everywhere [use a QW] are
hanging all sorts of lanterns.

2) I know I can’t set off firecrackers any time. The firecrackers don’t have any use; I bought
them for fun.

3) When celebrating a holiday, my family members try their best to reunite. We happily eat all
sorts of dishes.

4) In the early morning I am not at all willing to eat chicken or duck. I eat zongzi. This is my
habit. You be sure not to laugh at me!

5) China’s common people have a patriotic spirit! Maybe this is related to China’s customs
and traditions.

6) I didn’t go anywhere for Mid-Autumn Festival. I read poems, admired the full moon, and
also ate all sorts of moon cakes. You can’t imagine how many [= to what degree]!
Actually, I feel a bit uncomfortable. Does this have something to do with me eating so
many moon cakes?

&{&{&{&{: 80 Supplementary Translation Exercises
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Lesson 13: 9999@@@@,,,,

1. Errata

Corrected or additional items are underlined.

I. Vocabulary Corrections (Textbook pp. 235-237)

:Þ adj shïwàng be disappointed
; v zhuï chase, pursue
<QÆR {|V} m, n miâo (zhöng) second (of time)
= ~ v yíng win (a prize, a game, etc.)
-� adv fânzhèng anyway
>QÝR �|�} adj shuài (gë) (colloq.) handsome (guy)
B? �� v, n fäzhân develop, development
@ë vc gândào feel
@ v gân feel [add before @ë]
ÏA I� n chéngjï, chéngjì achievement, grade (e.g. B+, 3.2)
� � v zhëng fight for, strive for, compete for
|� g� adv shízài indeed; really
BÔ adj, n bìyào necessary, necessity

Usage note: |� is usually used to confirm or emphasis the truth of something already
mentioned; it is not used to contradict a previous statement. In contrast, C| and |ì� can be
used to contradict a previous statement or to introduce a new topic.

The following vocabulary in this lesson is reading vocabulary:

¯]lBDÂB+ÞB�uB<¿µÀB±B¹ÖBEolB>ByFB"#�#B¿bB
GHBIJBÏK�õB�LMBJN

RS�TUJ ú K L M (~) N O P Q R S

II. Homework Corrections (Workbook pp. 144-146)

p. 145:

Errata &u&u&u&u: 81

C3: Add the verb s after �l.
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III. Homework Explanations (Workbook pp. 144-146)

1. Supplemental vocabulary for listening comprehension (p. 140 B2)

In the first question, change the word football to soccer.

chà poor, bad
míngxïng star (i.e. famous person)

2. Unfamiliar words

Aex. �O diànshàn electric fan
B3. � lèi tired
Cex. � jí in a rush, anxious
C4. �mo zài ... yê no matter how ...
C5. M gâi change
D1. P³ xióngwêi = Â²

2. Supplementary Grammar Notes

I. ����moªmoªmoªmoª¤¤¤¤mmmm lián... yê/döu... ‘even...’ (IC 238)
This construction is used to indicate that something is the case even to a surprising or unexpected
degree. There are two basic patterns, depending on whether the focused element is verbal or not.
We will mostly be working with Pattern 1.

Pattern 1: � FOCUS oª¤ V

This pattern stresses the degree to which something is true by saying that the statement made in
the verb phrase is true even of the focused element. This element might be the subject or object
of the verb, or a time phrase.

1) ¥¸ÕÖqyFn�tGG¤usw “This ball game is really spectacular. Even my
brother wants to watch it.” [My brother doesn’t normally like to watch sports, so the fact that
even he want to watch indicates just how spectacular the game is.  Here the focused element
is the subject.]

2) t��ÞqVµ4n� Äläbó �¤Þw “My older sister knows a lot of languages. She
even knows Arabic.” [Not many Chinese or Americans know Arabic, so the fact that my
sister knows it indicates just how broad her knowledge of languages is.  Here the focused
element is the object.]

In Chinese the focused element is emphasized by placement after �. In English we often place
the word ‘even’ immediately before the verb regardless of which element in the sentence is
focused, and indicate focus through intonation alone: “She even knows Arabic.”

&u&u&u&u: 82 Supplementary Grammar Notes

3) ØÙ�ÀÁ�e�n�Óºöß�o*Âw[Here the focused element is a time phrase.]
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The pattern can be used with positive or negative verbs. The above examples illustrate the use of
positive verbs with a focused subject, object, and time phrase, respectively. The following
examples illustrate the parallel use with negative verbs:

4) ¥¸T>?qRn�8ïð¤]��w “This character is certainly hard. Chén Lâoshï
doesn’t even recognize it or Even Chén Lâoshï doesn’t recognize it.”

5) �)ïð]¨yzn�Y¸tT¤]��¡

6) Luòshänjï �±f§¨rn�Q±¤]ßLw

The � FOCUS part of the pattern is like a movable adverb, in that it can occur both before or
after the subject (unless of course the focused element is itself the subject):

7a)� Äläbó �x¤Þw

7b)x� Äläbó �¤Þw

Pattern 2: � V oª¤ negative-V-phrase

This pattern is used when what is being emphasized is the verbal action itself. The pattern is only
used for negative verb constructions. The “focus” slot after � is filled with the simple positive
form of the verb. The negative verb phrase may contain ] or E, or may be a more complex
construction such as a negative potential complement. The English translation will be something
like “hasn’t even...”, “can’t even...”, or “doesn’t even....”. For now, you are expected to
recognize this usage but not to produce it yourself.

8) É�sos]£nY?]��p¦RÏ��w “He can’t even understand it. He certainly
can’t translate it into English for you.”

9) xnL�¾(n��o]�w “When her picture is being taken, she doesn’t even smile.”

Note that English can be ambiguous (at least in writing) about what is being emphasized, but
Chinese is never ambiguous. English “He couldn’t even borrow it” might mean either:

10)�É¤©]ëw “He couldn’t even borrow it (let alone someone else not as important as
him).”

11)É�©o©]ëw “He couldn’t even borrow it (let alone buy it).”

Complete the following using T V C)ë ������:

12)p]Ô�xèØÙ�¤¥���wØÙx ______________ ¤Ev8w

13)pv¬vhq1Swt __________________________________ [“can’t even hear”]

14)/¸�q� wpèÉ;TUnÉ_________________________ [“doesn’t even speak”]
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II. -�-�-�-� fânzhèng ‘either way; anyway’ (IC 239)
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-� is movable, and thus can come before the S or directly before the V. The textbook gives
two meanings for -�. In fact they are closely related, and you may prefer to think of them as
the same. Both are translated as ‘anyway’ in English. The first usage is very similar to that of P
�m¤.

Pattern 1: Sentence1, -� Sentence2

The first sentence describes different possible situations, often by means of a question structure.
The second sentence describes an action that will be taken regardless.

1) t].5/Ò��r]rsn-�t]vsw “I don’t know if that movie is good or not.
Either way, I’m not going to see it.”

2) t/�±ÕOVÆ6]6¤E¤¥n-�z±RÝÞWiw “It doesn’t matter if our
basketball team is fast or not, either way we will invariably lose tomorrow.”

3) ps]sÕÖt¤]½n-�tY?Ôsw

The first sentence will often have an expression like ¤]½ “don’t care either way”, ¤E¤¥
“doesn’t matter”, P�, V]V, etc.

Paraphrase #1 and #3 above using the UVIë pattern:

4) _________________________________________________________________________

5) _________________________________________________________________________

Pattern 2: Sentence1, -� Sentence2

In the second usage, the -� sentence is a statement of fact that underlies or is a reason for the
statement in the first sentence. Alternative possibilities are implied but not stated.

6) pu7�8£sto¯�n-�t]¬w “If you want to come over to see me now that
would be fine, anyway [whether you come or not] I’m not busy.”

7) ÑJl�UÑûUTn]\sin-��;Þ=w “The score is 80 to 32. There’s no
need to watch anymore. The other team is going to win anyway.”

8) A:<t/£]k��p/«F.w?B:<E¤¥n-�]¨'Ôw?

Sometimes the sentence with -� appears before the other sentence.  Compare:

9a)¥¸µ�p]\¹n-�]Þ{w “You don’t have to learn this vocabulary word, anyway
it won’t be on the test.”

9b)-�]Þ{n¥¸µ�p]\¹w “Anyway it won’t be on the test, you don’t have to
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Use ?. to give a reason or explanation for the following sentences:

10)¯°¤��i�t]��n-� ______________________________________________

11)pE�7Xtk©�pn_____________________________________________________

12)r£p7�E�X�E¤¥n_________________________________________________

13)É�[Ã (dìzhî ‘address’) p�i��E¤¥n __________________________________

III. ����llllmmmm����nnnnkkkkllllmmmm háishi... de, jiùshi... ‘it may be..., it’s just...’ (IC 245)
This pattern is an extension of the álªkl pattern we learned in lesson 5, and is similar in
meaning to the Adj l Adj pattern we learned in lesson 4. It is more flexible than Adj l Adj
because it can take negated adjectives (such as ]·) and adjectives modified by adverbs (such
as Yr).

Pattern: (S) �l Adj �nkl [objection]

The pattern concedes that the subject is Adj (some positive quality), but that there is some sort of
objection or problem which qualifies the positive quality.

1) A: áâãôõ]·,w “Seattle’s environment is pretty good, right?”
B: ôõ�l]·�nkl¨¨ßàw “The environment is pretty good, it’s just that it
often rains.”

2) A: x�HÂìs(£îxqrw “It looks like her boyfriend treats her well.”
B: É�l]·�nkl�¾(BZfw “He’s not bad, it’s true; it’s just that sometimes
he loses his temper.”

3) A: çà-�»Y¦¤{h-rwx�yz¡
B: x�lqyz�nkl�ÅGHw

IV. »»»»����m¿m¿m¿m¿����ÀÀÀÀ¾¾¾¾¿¿¿¿((((ÀÀÀÀ mêidäng... de shíhou ‘whenever...’ (IC 245)
This pattern is used to indicate that whenever a certain event or action occurs, some other action
also occurs. The second clause may contain k.

1) »�8Ø[��¾(nt;���¤ð¯��;0\w “Whenever we celebrate Mid-
Autumn Festival, my family always tries their best to return home for a reunion.”

2) »�tÙhë Àolínpîkè �X
¾n¹µ¤ÔS_7cÙyí��w “Whenever we get
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an Olympic gold medal, the students have to write a poem expressing patriotic spirit.”
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3) »�ØÙÎ���ÙìÑÖØ]hr�ÏA¾nk�ÏK�õ���é^ßw

V. �����m�m�m�mllll¾¾¾¾¿¿¿¿mmmm suóyî... shì yïnwèi... ‘... is because...’ (IC 246)
This inverted ¾¿m�� pattern is used to give the reason for a situation which is already
known to the speaker and listener. It can also be translated “The reason... is that...”

Pattern: Topic �� Result ¿�ªkÀl¾¿ Cause

Note that the topic always precedes �� in this pattern.

1) -:È�ºñ��/!Vn¯�kl¾¿/��Û Ò��	,w “The reason there
are so many tourists at Confucius Temple is perhaps precisely because the architecture there
is so distinctive.” (See lesson 11, p. 194.)

2) É/��=Õl¾¿É/+Þ�ÑÖíËqò_w “The reason they win is that their
coach has extensive competition experience.”

3) �/��S�@,Î�nl¾¿Î��LM§@¤¥w

Because this pattern can only be used when the resulting situation is known to the speaker and
listener, some ¾¿m�� sentences simply cannot be inverted. For example, the sentence

4) ¾¿8ïðµÌin��x¶±]£��w “Because Chén Lâoshi is sick, she’s not
coming to class today.”

cannot be inverted if the fact that Chén Lâoshi is not coming to class is new information.  In
inverted form, the implication is that the speaker and listener already know that she is not
coming:

5) 8ïð��¶±]£��nl¾¿xµÌiw “The reason Chén Lâoshi isn’t coming to
class today is that she’s sick.”
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3. Simplified Character Exercise
Asterisked characters are in the current lesson’s vocabulary.

I. These characters share a component.

Character Pinyin Simplified form (5 times) Word (simp.)

In a few characters, three drops of water have been simplified to two. This is not a general rule.

¹*� _ ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

� � ` ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

Ï � a ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

>*� b ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

ð � c ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

II. These simplified characters were created by dropping similar components.

S*� d ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

P � e ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

III. Simplified forms of other characters.

� � f ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

O*E ! ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

Æ*V - ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

ç � g ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

Simplified Character Exercises &u&u&u&u: 87
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4. Activities & Exercises

I. Sentence Conversion with ����moªmoªmoªmoª¤¤¤¤LMSN:O

Work with your partner to convert these sentences into �moª¤ sentences.  Change the word
order if necessary.

1) �=]���-�����w

�=]¨yzn_____________________________________

2) Áà���¾(o��w

Áà¨¨��n_____________________________________

3) ÆÙgX
h��å`±q��w

ÆÙgX
h��å0!¾(¤q��n_______________

4) tu§@-DÂ��=]�¥!'��:w

¥Ï�:¥!'ntu_______________________________

5) ¥¸Tq��nR5p]ÞS��

R5_____________________________________________

II. Sentence Conversion with -�-�-�-�LMSN:O
Work with your partner to convert these sentences into -� sentences.

1) P�p/vF]vFnt¤h�w

________________________________________________________________________

2) ßà]ßà¤E¤¥nt�ÞèÂì/;±Õw

________________________________________________________________________

3) puv^3kv^3wt]Äpvw

________________________________________________________________________

4) P�p�tV��nto]èp$% (jiéhün ‘marry’)w

________________________________________________________________________

III. Practice with ����llllmmmm����aaaa  kkkkllllmmmm
Instructions: Work with a partner.  One student should look at box A and cover box B.  The
other student should look at box B and cover box A.  When your partner is speaking, you should
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IIIa. Say the following to your classmate, and write down his/her responses.

1) Ù*/Ò�#$§¨���¡ps8��

2) p7�¨�å:��]���

3) �r÷øK]lq���bF��

IIIb. Use [� lm�, klm] to respond to your classmate’s assertion.

Activities & Exercises &u&u&u&u: 89
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IIIa. Use [� lm�, klm] to respond to your classmate’s assertion.

IIIb. Say the following to your classmate, and write down his/her responses.

4) Ï±z�2��:¤§¨r�w

5) t�h±æl"#�-���é2:!Yw

6) ¥[µ¶:®��r¡

IV. Sentence Conversion with »»»»����LMSN:O
Work with your partner to convert these sentences into »�m�¾( sentences.

1) t»¦{|hërÏAntHÂì¤ctYdæw

________________________________________________________________________

2) Ç/¹�»¦è Bókèlái ÑÖnÕÖ¤qyFw

________________________________________________________________________

3) 78»¦vefØZäÇ¶:n¤g�h�h�Fw

________________________________________________________________________

4) t»¦s/¸�ãS�� n¤&�É�s�w

________________________________________________________________________

V. Sentence Conversion with �����m�m�m�mllll¾¾¾¾¿¿¿¿mmmmLMSN:O
Work with your partner to convert these sentences into ��ml¾¿ sentences.

1) ¾¿�=ï*qV]ñf�Yn��Ï±zYÑ�DÉw
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2) �rõÙõön��÷øKw

________________________________________________________________________

3) �½¾�LM¤¥wt�Ë;<»±¤�w

________________________________________________________________________

4) t]ÔÄpvä�án¾¿p»¦¤u©t�ï\%w

________________________________________________________________________

Answer the following questions with ��ml¾¿ sentences.

5) p¿0!�h/!��

________________________________________________________________________

6) p¿0!°±Evs���

________________________________________________________________________

7) p¿0!�i�

________________________________________________________________________

8) p¿0!µfi�

________________________________________________________________________

9) p¿0!uvª9�º°�

________________________________________________________________________

VI. Sports Vocabulary
Fill in the appropriate verbs for the following sports and activities.  Try to make a good guess if
you don’t know the answer.  Keep in mind the verbs Þ ‘train’ and ¹ ‘study’.

________________ @U tîcäo gymnastics

________________ " horseback riding

________________ K`+ bike riding

Activities & Exercises &u&u&u&u: 91
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________________ j lán hurdles

________________ kÕ soccer

________________ lmÕ gânlânqiú football

________________ nÕ páiqiú volleyball

________________ oÕ wângqiú tennis

________________ KÕ shôuqiú handball

________________ p�Õ yûmáoqiú badminton

________________ qrÕ pïngpängqiú ping-pong

________________ sªt jiàn/jï archery

________________ u� biäoqiäng javelin

________________ × rowing

________________ 	t quánjï boxing

________________ ¨«	 Tai Chi

________________ áÇv xïyángjiàn fencing

________________ v5 jiàndào kendo

________________ ç!-Õ gäoêrfüqiú golf

________________ wÕ liànqiú hammer throw

________________ xÕ qiänqiú shot put

________________ y¯ tiêbîng discus

________________ z3 wûshù martial arts

________________ ØÙ�- zhöngguó göngfu Kung fu

________________ {| yóu yông (vo) swimming

________________ *: (vo) diving

________________ }~ liü bïng (vo) ice skating

________________ �L huá xuê (vo) skiing

________________ �' jû zhòng (vo) weightlifting

&u&u&u&u: 92 Activities & Exercises
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VII. Listening Comprehension LÙÐÞ´O

Answer the questions based on the passage you hear.

1) Zhäng Tiänmíng’s coach

a. used to do well coaching basketball. b. used to do well coaching soccer.

c. now does well coaching basketball. d. now does well coaching soccer.

2) How does Zhäng Tiänmíng’s team feel?

a. proud that they are one of the best b. uninterested in basketball

c.  proud that their sport is so spectacular d.  disappointed about their coach

3) Zhäng Tiänmíng’s team members

a. are strong and fast. b. are either strong or fast.

c. don’t have enough playing experience. d. are slow and weak.

4) Write one sentence using bênlái ..., hòulái ... which expresses any part of the content of the
passage.

VIII. Sentence Completion L�ÏN:O
Circle the items that best complete the following sentences.

1) çà�ÇHÂì ______ ]·�n ______ É�¾(BZfw

a. �lmkl b. ��ml¾¿ c. ¤m-� d. �mo

2) ______ ºñ¤�hã�Õq��n ______ É/VW�hE�0!rs�w

a. �lmkl b. ��ml¾¿ c. �£mË£ d. ]½m-�

3) /¸Î��S�8�=��Î�Þn ______ "#�# ______ ;-iw

a. �lmo b. �£mË£ c. P�m-� d. �m¤

4) ______ p/Y*s�u]�un ______ -Ë�ÞWÕw

a.  �m¤ b. �£mË£ c. P�m-� d. »�m¾

5) ÁïðØ� ______ s ______ s]£nÉr£l�!hë¥¸��

Activities & Exercises &u&u&u&u: 93
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IX. Q & A on sports
Interview your &¹ tóngxué (classmate) about sports in Chinese.  No English!  Write down the
answers in Chinese (pinyin or characters).  Be prepared to discuss your notes with the class.

1) What sports do you like to do? to watch? ¿0!��0!rñ�

2) When do you usually exercise? ¿0!�

3) Together or with others? ¿0!�

4) Where? ¿0!�

5) Ip*Y*p�Î�¾�@�w

6) Ip*Y*p�Î�Ë�@�w

7) pî]�	Î����0!Û��

8) p��0!�¯u���

5. Reading Guidelines

Think about the following questions as you read the text. If you are unable to answer them, make
sure they are answered to your satisfaction in class.

p. 229:
1) In line 2-3, “Y¸�” doesn’t mean ‘a person’, but rather ‘by oneself’.
2) There are two modal particles in this dialogue: \ ä and � äi. What feelings do they express?
3) Line 15: “ò� V/Adj” is a common pattern. Literally ‘makes people V/Adj’, it is often used

where in English we would say something like “that’s depressing” or “that’s exciting”.
4) Line 16: §D@Â (cf. §@ ‘body’ and DÂ ‘strong’)
5) Who is Michigan’s best player. What makes him so good?

p. 231:
1) Line 1: ; means ‘to pursue’, ;�£ ‘to catch up’.
2) Line 2: �Õ is a vo construction. What do you think it means?
3) Who is the best player on the local team?
4) Why did the local team lose? Did they play badly?

p. 233:
1) How have China’s athletes fared lately in international competition? Are they in general
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2) How do most Chinese people feel about the performance of their athletes?
3) What happens in China when athletes do well in international competition?
4) How does Zhäng Tiänmíng feel about sports? Is his viewpoint that same as his cousin’s?
5) Are you more like Zhäng Tiänmíng or his cousin? Why?

6. Supplementary Translation Exercises

For practicing lesson 13 vocabulary and grammar points. Pay special attention to the underlined
words and phrases—some are from earlier lessons.

1) This ball game is really spectacular! There are only thirty seconds left, the score is 89 to 88.
We’re in the lead. Even my brother is anxious. He’s not a sports fan.

2) It doesn’t matter if you get a gold medal or not. Anyway, the most important thing is
striving for honor in an international sports meet.

3) The grades (= achievement) I got in Chinese class were originally not bad; later they got
worse and worse. This really makes me feel disappointed!

4) The reason the entire country is proudly celebrating is because the Olympic team won three
silver medals.

5) Whenever I hear the voice of my old friend Wang Peng, I can’t help but think about the
time our basketball team lost the final. I still blame Wang Peng; his speed was not fast
enough.

6) I feel lonely.  Whenever I hear the voice of my old girlfriend Lìshä, I can’t help but think
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about how we used to often go together to watch ball games.  I believe the reason we broke
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up was because she saw that fast handsome guy playing so spectacularly.  His name was
Zhäng Tiänmíng.
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Lesson 14: ;�;�;�;�

1. Errata

Corrected or additional items are underlined.

I. Vocabulary Corrections (Textbook pp. 253-255)

89: ��� vo guò rìzi (colloq.) live, get by, survive
$% �� vo jiéhün get married
JK vo fënshôu part company; break up
UZ vo cäoxïn trouble about, worry about
v" v qùshì pass away (die)
v¹ �� vo fàng xué get out of school
��3 �� vo huà huàr paint, draw
e� �� vo gào zhuàng bring a lawsuit against somebody;

lodge a complaint with somebody’s
superior

� v chöu take out, pull out (e.g. a drawer)
÷ø* vo châo jià quarrel
�% �� vo líhün get divorced

The following vocabulary in this lesson is reading vocabulary:

=:B�B�Be�B�ë

RS�TUW X Y Z ê [ \ ] ^ _

II. Grammar Corrections (Textbook pp. 256-263)

p. 256:
A: Indicating a change from inaction to action, the initiation of an action (((((££££).

Move examples (2) and (3) to the bottom of the page, as these are examples of the second usage
of ��.

“(£” can also be used following an adjective to indicate a change in quality or state.

Errata &~&~&~&~: 97
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p. 257:
Ignore the paragraph at the top of the page and the following four examples.

p. 258:
“ßv” indicates the continuation of an action or state into the (relative) future.

Ignore example (1) near the top of the page.

p. 164:
Append to the sentence at the top of the page:
“����” never expresses a direct cause. Instead, it introduces circumstances under which
the second clause applies. Thus it should always be translated “since”, not “because”, and
cannot be used together with “��������”.

Change example (4) to read:
(4) Why can each Chinese family only have one child?

III. Homework Corrections (Workbook pp. 157-158)

p. 158:
The instructions for Exercise D are incorrect. You should complete the sentences, not rewrite
them.

IV. Homework Explanations (Workbook pp. 157-158)

1. Supplemental vocabulary for listening comprehension (p. 150 B2)

fäxiàn discover, find out
gâo make, cause
füqï husband and wife
jiäwù shì household chores
jïngcháng often

2. Unfamiliar words

Bex. Ô� yäoqiú seek, request, demand
B1. "� niánlíng age
Eex. S¾ píngshí ordinarily, normally
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E1. � jí in a rush, anxious
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2. Supplementary Grammar Notes

I. ((((££££ qîlai ‘start to...; become...’ (IC 256)
In this lesson we will learn three more figurative uses of compound directional complements. (
£ can be used with verbs or adjectives.

Pattern 1: (S) V-( (O) £

This pattern is used to indicate that an action has just begun or is in the process of beginning.

1) É/Y÷ønÁÂk�(£iw “As soon as they quarreled, Wáng Péng began to cry.”

2) çà;(Õ£nk]�Ïiw “Once Gäo Lán began playing ball, she wasn’t nervous
anymore.”

3) �������¾(·(¸£w

Make sentences �H��:

Make sentences using V-(£ and the following Objects. You must supply the verb unless it is
provided in parentheses:

Example: ̄   ⇒  Éùùú(¯£w

1) ̧  ______________________________ 2) ·¯ ______________________________

3) � ______________________________ 4) t ______________________________

5) �3 ____________________________ 6) ¿� tánÀ��_____________________

7) ± ______________________________ 8) � ________________________________

9) 1 ______________________________ 10) O _______________________________

11) × _____________________________ 12) ¿dÀe_________________________

13) ¿nÀL _______________________ 14) µ� _____________________________
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15) ¿�Àj_______________________ 16) þ _______________________________

17) ø _____________________________

Pattern 2: (S) Adj-(£

Here (£ indicates a change in quality or state. It can often be translated as “to get Adj(-er)”.

4) :��¼(£inl¾¿ß�àw “The water is getting deeper because it’s raining hard.”

5) ïð*¢¶±*sn{|Ô��(£w “The teacher said that starting today the tests will
get easier.”

6) »�8@���¾�nt��¬(£iw

Make sentences �H��:

Make sentences using (£ and the following Adjectives:

Example: ��  ⇒  ¥µ¶:��(£i¡;ÀÁw

1) H _____________________________ 2) ç _____________________________

3) 6 _____________________________ 4) R _____________________________

5) �Ï ____________________________ 6) � _____________________________

7) ¼ _____________________________ 8) � _____________________________

9) � _____________________________ 10) � ____________________________

11) ï ____________________________ 12) rs __________________________

II. ßßßß££££ xiàlai (IC 257)
As a figurative complement, ß£ has two meanings. When used with an adjective, it indicates
the decrease of a quality to a less energetic state. The adjective must always be one which
represents a lesser quality (for example ‘dark’ as opposed to ‘light’, ‘calm’ as opposed to
‘energetic’, ‘quiet’ as opposed to ‘loud’).

1) ïðµf�¾(nS¬� (dï) ß£iw “When the teacher got angry, her voice lowered.”
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2) É��¤in�:�k�ß£iw “After she turned off the light, the room darkened.”
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3) xVÆ�£q6nË£�ß£iw

When used with a verb, “ß£” indicates that something has become settled or fixed as a result
of the action.

4) xu�º»(ß£w “She wants to settle down in Hong Kong.”

5) ßz�hÉ/¡¢@�@�n�É/�¤¥?ß£w “Lî Míng felt that they should talk
things out, and get their relationship resolved.”

III. ßvßvßvßv xiàqu (IC 258)
The third figurative complement, ßv, indicates perseverance of a state or action.

1) ¥6 (shôu) �ts]ßv¡ “I can’t keep reading this poem!”

2) xg�h*]ßvw “She was so excited that she couldn’t keep speaking.”

3) tê]ë�n�)� (huó ‘to live’) ]ßvw

When used with an adjective, “ßv” may indicate not just the continuation of a state, but its
intensification as well.

4) 7íq6n±fs(£ræÞ6ßvw “It’s already cold; it looks like the weather will
keep getting colder.”

This chart summarizes the figurative usages of (£, ß£, and ßv.

Complement Meaning with verb Meaning with adjective

(£ start, begin become

ß£ settle, fix in place decrease

ßv continue get more and more

Examples:

(£ �(£ ‘start crying’ É(£ ‘become red’

ß£ (ß£ ‘settle down’ �ß£ ‘slow down’

ßv �ßv ‘keep eating’ Hßv ‘keep getting hotter’

Note 1: If the Verb has an object, it usually goes in the middle of the complement, before £ or
v: ;(�Y£.  (This is somewhat different from the object placement rule you learned in
lesson 6.)

Note 2: There is no single English translation that can be consistently used for each complement.

IV. Potential Complements with iiii liâo (IC 258-59)
i (in this usage pronounced liâo) is used to form a potential complement indicating the ability
or inability to carry through or finish an action. i is used when there is no standard complement
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for the V in question, and thus serves as a kind of “dummy” complement. We have seen this
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usage before in the phrase g]i shòu bu liâo “can’t bear it” (lesson 5) and �]i wàng bu
liâo “can’t forget” (lesson 9). i liâo commonly occurs with the verbs g, ;, �, �, �, =, and
�, among others.  Note that V]i differs from ]� V in that the former indicates inability to
carry through the action, while the latter indicates inability to engage in the action. Compare �
]i ‘I can’t eat (it all/that much/etc.)’ and ]�� ‘I can’t eat (e.g. because my mouth is
swollen after an operation)’.  Another example of the distinction is “t��n©lt�]i/
!�?.  Sometimes, depending on context, the distinction between ]� V and V]i is not
significant and the two are more or less interchangeable.

1) �!z±ß�ànt/k;]iÕw “If it rains tomorrow, we will be unable to play
ball.”

2) +,-YÑ�]iÉ�éÂì78w “Steve has never been able to forget his girlfriend,
Lisa.”

3) tèÉ��YÑJ]iKnl¾¿t�Eêë�r��w

4) ÏÐ§@ÌÒDÂw0!�á¤=hiw

5) t�:�h�½©¡��¤�hiw

V. .... ér ‘but; and’ (IC 261-262)
. is a weakly contrastive connective, expressing the notion “A, not B” or “not A, but B”. It
differs from -. not only in being less forceful, but also in that it does not imply any kind of
unexpectedness. In English, . may be translated as “but” or “and”, or left untranslated.

1) t]l�
23+£�n.l_"£�w “I didn’t come by bus; I came on a horse.”

2) pvØÙb`¡¢º°<9n.]¡¢º°�¡æw “When you go traveling in China
you should see the Great Wall, and you shouldn’t see Huáqïng Chí.”

3) 89:��l�n.]ló�w “It’s money that you depend on to live, not your
interests.”

4) ã�Õ���'/!Vºñl¾¿��q��n.]l¾¿ôõ�0!ÌÒrs�w

Note that because . is contrastive, if ] is in the first clause then it won’t be in the second, and
vice versa.

VI. ÔÔÔÔ]]]]llllm¿m¿m¿m¿kkkkÀÀÀÀÞÞÞÞ yàobushì ‘if not for (the fact)’ (IC 262-263)
Ô]l is used to express a hypothetical situation. The following clause generally contains Þ
and indicates what would have occurred had something not been the case. In English, these
sentences generally have ‘would’ or ‘could’.  You can think of a Ô]l sentence as being
formed in the following way: Consider a factual event, such as p�t¥�� “You gave me
this book”.  What would have happened if this factual event had never occurred?  First form a
negative hypothetical, Ô]lp�t¥�� “If you had not given me this book,” and then
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Ô]l may be immediately followed by a N, as in:

1) Ô]lpntÞYÑq ¡w “If it weren’t for you, I would probably be lonely all the
time.”

2) Ô]l¥��nt{|kÞ{h]rw

Ô]l may also be followed by a Sentence, as in:

3) Ô]lp�t¥��nt{|kÞ{h]rw “If you hadn’t given me this book, when I
took the test, I would probably have done poorly.”

4) Ô]l78së/¸�6�>�±Õ�nxoX7í�+,-$% (jiéhün ‘get
married’) iw

5) Ô]lÉ/»±÷û¦ønÉ/k]Þ�% (líhün ‘get divorced’) iw

3. Simplified Character Exercise
Asterisked characters are in the current lesson’s vocabulary.

I. These characters share a component.

Character Pinyin Simplified form (5 times) Word (simp.)

y*� h ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

ç � g ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

�*� i ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

ù � j ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

�*� k ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

Â � l ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

II. These simplified characters were created by dropping a component of the traditional.

ë*2 � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________
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�*� m ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________
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¬ � n ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

¢ � o ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

Note that in the last example, it is the phonetic element K huáng (sounds like guâng) which has
been dropped.

III. Simplified forms of other characters.

3*� p ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

8*� q ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

ó [ r ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

B � � ____  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ ___________

Don’t confuse the simplified form � with the simplified form of lóng ‘dragon’: z.

4. Activities & Exercises

I. Figurative Complements: Fill-in-the-Blank Exercise LWXO

Fill in the blanks with (£, ß£, or ßv.

1) tYÙë+,-ÔètJKk� ________ iw

2) qRÙ�ÚÛnts�Ù] ________ iw

3) ß�±f£� ________ inëi²��6 ________ iw

4) /¸�s ________ q�¡ÉY�k� ________ Ü ________ iw

5) 'F6ëi¡t/¡¢�b`��? ________ iw

6) ¥Ò��¨E���i¡tYs ________ ks] ________ iw

7) t�uÙ¥¸bFwIp* ________ w

II. Sentence Completion with ....  L�ÏN:O

1) É/JKl¾¿ ______________________ n.]l¾¿ _______________________ w
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2) 1=CA�Ëu ____________________ n.]u _____________________________ w

3) 8ë��¡¢� ______________________ n.]¡¢� ______________________ w

4) 1=��=¤@l¾¿�2µÌin ________________________________________ w

5) É/$%i�Ëv Xiàwëiyín ____________________________________________ w

6) _______________________________________________________ n.]¹��w

7) _______________________________________________________ n.lY¸�v�w

III. Potential Complements with iiii  L¥NO

Work with your partner to make sentences using V �)LZ using the following verbs. Pay
attention to whether they are plain verbs or VO constructions! Make at least one of your
sentences with the positive form (�Z).

1) vF: _________________________________________________________________

2) �': _________________________________________________________________

3) ÑÖ: _________________________________________________________________

4) =Õ:  _________________________________________________________________

5) *+:  _________________________________________________________________

6) vZ: _________________________________________________________________

IV. Practice with ÔÔÔÔ]]]]llll  L�ÏN:O

Translate the English phrase into Chinese, then complete the sentence:

1) If not for your suggestion...

________________________________________________________________________

2) If not for your help...
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3) If not for the fact that my mother often scolds me...

________________________________________________________________________

4) If not for the fact that my grades are bad...

________________________________________________________________________

5) Were it not for the fact that I didn’t get divorced (líhün) five years ago...

________________________________________________________________________

6) Were it not for the fact that their coach’s experience is richer than ours...
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V. More practice with potential complements

Va. Your classmate will read you a statement or question. Read the contextual information below
and respond appropriately with some form of potential complement. Use the verb, V + C, or V +
O listed in brackets; where no complement is provided, use i as the complement.

1) [�] You are smart and work quickly.

2) [s¯] It is so minute that you can’t see it.

3) [±�] You’re a medical student in a lucrative specialty.

4) [É] Your leg is broken.

5) [äë] You know there are still tickets available.

6) [�%] You won’t divorce because of your children.

Vb. Read the following to your classmate and write down his/her responses.

7) Ip��:=8£w

8) /¸�Ù�*t*h�¡¢¡

9) p�HªéÂì(�ØÙ¡p�!l�

10)pÅ¨V:i¡

11)p0!¾(Ô$%�

12)�:���µ�0�¦§w�}\Ôv�^3�
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Va. Read the following to your classmate and write down his/her responses.

1) �5��AYÑ¨Vi¡

2) p��/¸tT��

3) pCA�Ë�!89:�

4) t/¶±vÉ�nr]r�

5) ��¤v Mòxïgë b`wpu���å��

6) p0!¾(Ô�%�

Vb. Your classmate will read you a statement or question. Read the contextual information
below and respond appropriately with some form of potential complement. Use the verb, V + C,
or V + O listed in brackets; where no complement is provided, use i as the complement.

7) [=] The table weighs 2 tons.

8) [Ù£] You can understand every word she says.

9) [̄ ê] You can afford many plane tickets, so you will certainly see her soon.

10) [�] You’re starving and could eat a horse.

11) [$%] Your parents will not let you get married yet.

12) [vß] There is no room for it

5. Reading Guidelines

Think about the following questions as you read the text. If you are unable to answer them, make
sure they are answered to your satisfaction in class.

p. 247:
1) How does Zhäng Tiänmíng’s Thanksgiving vacation compare with UW’s? Why does the time

word Y¸Óº go in between vand F?
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3) What does (£ mean in line 3?
4) In line 5, �r is a very common expression meaning ‘okay; not bad’.
5) Why doesn’t Zhäng Tiänmíng’s father approve of his choice of courses? What majors would

Zhäng Tiänmíng’s parents find more acceptable?
6) Does Zhäng Tiänmíng agree?
7) Line 13: What word that goes together with o has been omitted before ��? We have had

many examples now in our texts which show how a single o , � or k can carry the whole
meaning of a pattern even if the first part has been omitted.

8) What else besides academics is on Zhäng Tiänmíng’s father’s mind?

p. 249:
1) Line 3: The modal particle � is pronounced differently from the question particle �. Though

both are neutral tone, � is usually pronounced low, while � has a high pitch.
2) Why does the father think it is best for Chinese to marry Chinese?
3) What arguments does Zhäng Tiänmíng use to refute his father?
4) Is Zhäng Tiänmíng’s explanation of the reason his sister and Tom broke up consistent with his

thinking on the matter in the text of lesson 7?

p. 251:
1) Zhäng Tiänmíng’s aunt and her daughter-in-law aren’t getting along. Why?
2) Line 4: the complement of degree “�h+Adj” is used for “become Adj”, while the

verb+complement form “�Ï+N” is used for “become N”.
3) Three generations are involved in this narrative. Which people are in which generation?
4) What is the relationship between Zhäng Tiänmíng and Línglíng?
5) Why does Línglíng sometimes cry?
6) Why might Línglíng’s mother want a divorce? Why doesn’t she get one?
7) What does the o mean in the last line? What kind of implicit comparison is being made?

6. Supplementary Translation Exercises

For practicing lesson 13 vocabulary and grammar points. Pay special attention to the underlined
words and phrases—some are from earlier lessons.

1) My mother said, “You’ve recently become lazy!”  I said, “Please don’t speak so bluntly”;
however, she continued to scold.

2) The reason that television program aroused everyone’s opposition is that on the surface it
seems to be history but in fact it is not true.
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3) I can’t forget the good impression that you gave me that day.  If not for you, I would have
been unable to move so many heavy tables.

4) The reason they got divorced isn’t because they often quarreled; it’s because she wanted to
be independent.

5) To get by you must rely on an iron rice bowl, and not on chasing your dreams (© mèng).

6) As soon as I loudly scolded him, he started crying.  I then lowered (� dï) my voice.
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Appendix 1

Grammar Review

Lesson 8

� vs. [ vs. h Y5 ... Y5 ...

kl ..., .. o ... -.

RÝ¿ÞÀ ¿YÃÀ...  ! ...

VW �l ... ,

'( ... �-î / ó�, etc.

Lesson 9

8 (experience) 8 (completion)

� ..., .. k ... Ë

]l ..., kl ... c§ ... � ... ²³ / Ô] ...

QW ..., .. k .. QW (e.g. ^3 ... k .. ^3)

Lesson 10

VD VD, k ... D

î ... (�¾() Y� vs. YÑ

õY

Lesson 11

r¿]À��¿�ÀV

è vs. � vs. î �]( V

Adj. ë0!ÅÆ �û
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Lesson 12

V h / ] C (potential complement) QW ... ¤ / o (e.g. 0! ... ¤ / o)

V D� è ... �¤¥

�µ�0� - ... !Y

Lesson 13

� ... ¤ / o -�

�l Adj. �, kl ... »� ... ¾, .. k ...

�� ... l¾¿ ...

Lesson 14

V/Adj (£ / ß£ / ßv Ô]l

V h / ]i (potential complement) .
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Fill in each blank with the appropriate phrase. (Note that some items might be used more than
once; some expressions do not appear at all.)

Passage 1

(7) RÝÞ (8) !Y (9) CD (10) � (11) ]

(12) �l (13) ( (14) 0! (15) »� (16) r��

(17) �¤¥ (18) ßv (19) �û (20) *]? (21) �

ßºæÌÒ�	s��wxY________EFnks________��£n����________�

 nxks________� w%&$lx-�	s�� ________wßºæ�&�ç���

ª]Y0wx________-����� ¤]sw________ç��ßx�;¾nxÔ!��

�nÔ!��:�s�wx________eJßºæ���Zñ (huàichù, disadvantages)w�

Y±x�iÂ�Ënk*U<»±s________¸1¾��np�¹´________g����

�wz±��{|w________¶±Òs��,w?ßºæ�hç��*�Yq�5«nk

*U<________tÏA]rès¨V��________w?x¢b�Ë]s��iw

Passage 2

(22) 8 (23) � (24) i� (25) . (26) -�

(27) i (28) Ô]l (29) � (30) î (31) �µ�0

6Ôë¬� (Shèngdànjié, Christmas)________w×JèÉÂìK�zÌ[v@�ä�án

________vÀÁöñòwÀÁ����3wK�z________nO�¾(s________�Àåw

ÉuÉ¡¢äûÏ-���Àå�É��w×J________É*U<p¿0!Ôä¥ä�l

"5® (jìniànpîn ‘souvenir’)nE�\ñw?K�z*U<E¤¥nt�Ôäw________/

!�ntkÞVä�Ïn________tæ�ltKI��n________]lp�npk]\
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Appendix 2

Dictionary Exercises

t�¯«�!\

There are two common types of Chinese dictionary:
• arranged by character radical;
• arranged by pronunciation

All dictionaries of the first type have a pronunciation index so you can look up a word whose
written form you don’t know.  All dictionaries of the second type have a character index so that
you can also look up a character whose pronunciation you don’t know.  Most character indexes
are arranged by radical, so you will need to learn how to identify the radical of a Chinese
character.

Today we will learn how to use a pinyin dictionary (arranged by pronunciation).  The characters
appear in alphabetical order according to the pinyin spelling system.

Exercise 1:  Find the word zhïdao ‘to know’.
Go to the zhi section of the dictionary.  The first-tone characters are listed first.  There are quite a
few characters with the pronunciation zhï.  If you remember what the zhï of zhïdao looks like,
you can scan through until you find it.  Then, look at the words listed under this character until
you find zhïdao.  If you don’t remember what the zhï of zhïdao looks like, you will have to look
under every character pronounced zhï until you find the one which has zhïdao listed under it.

What is the definition of the word  zhïdao  ?         _________________________

Exercise 2: Find the word °æ
Based on the second character of this word, what type of meaning do you think it has?  _______

To look up a character, you must find its radical.  Usually, but not always, the radical is an easily
identifiable part of the character which is related to the general meaning of the character.  You
will get better at identifying the radical with practice and experience.

(A list of some common radicals appears at the end of this exercise.)

Step 1: Identify the radical of the character °.  If you aren’t sure, take a guess.  ________

Step 2: Count the number of strokes in the radical.5  _______
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Step 3: Look in the radical index of the dictionary under the number of strokes you have counted.
Find your radical there, and get the page or radical number associated with it: ____________

Step 4: Count the number of strokes in the rest of the character, not including the radical.

How many strokes are in the non-radical part of the character °?  _______________

Step 5: Turn to the number listed for your radical, and then find the section for the number of
other strokes in your character.  Search through the list until you find the character you are
looking for.  There will be a page number, character number, or pinyin pronunciation for your
character.  (If you can’t find your character, you may have guessed wrong about the number of
strokes: go back to Step 4.  Or, you may have misidentified the radical: go back to Step 1.)  What
is the page number or pinyin pronunciation for this character? _______________

Step 6: Turn to the indicated location in the dictionary, and find your character.

What is the pronunciation of the °?  ____________
What does the character mean?  _____________
What does the word °æ mean?   ______________

Exercise 3:
You see the following newspaper headline: ±²³4�Ï´vµ¶��r_·�¸´

Use your dictionary to figure out what it means.  Look up the following characters or words, and
write down both the pronunciation and meaning.  Work together with your classmates to
translate the sentence:

1 ± 2 ² 3 ³4 4 �Ï 5 ´v 6 µ 7 ¶ 8 � �

9 r 10 _ 11 · � 12 ¸´

Translate the headline:  _____________________________________________________

SELECTED LIST OF 21 COMMON RADICALS AND THEIR BASIC MEANINGS

‘speech’ ‘knife’ ‘person’ ‘water’ ‘heart’ ‘door’ ‘walk’

4 �Q¹R  Q�R ¡Q:R ¢QZR Â £

‘earth’ ‘grass’ ‘hand’ ‘mouth’ ‘food’ ‘woman’ ‘silk’

º ¤Q»R ¥QKR ¼ Q½R é Q¾R

‘fire’ ‘wood’ ‘altar’ ‘clothing’ ‘metal’ ‘bamboo’ ‘foot’
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Appendix 3

Pïnyïn Review

Pïnyïn (Á¬, literally “combine sounds”) was invented in the 1950s by the government of
the People’s Republic of China. It is a standardized transcription system for representing the
sounds of standard Mandarin.

There are several other transcription systems of Chinese in use today. In America, the most
common alternative to pïnyïn is the Wade-Giles system, which is still used in many library
catalogs (although the Library of Congress has recently changed over to pïnyïn and many other
libraries are now following suit). In Taiwan, the system �¬Âô zhùyïn fúhào (commonly
known as ÃÄÅÆ bo-po-mo-fo) remains the most common.

Pïnyïn is now the official United Nations transcription of Chinese. In the United States, it is
commonly used in Chinese language instruction, and is also increasingly used in newspapers,
academic writing, and in popular culture.

Pïnyïn is not inherently better than any other transcription system, but its increasing
popularity and widespread use make it the most important system to know.

Pïnyïn is not a spelling system designed to make Chinese sounds easy or natural for English
speakers (or French speakers or Thai speakers, for that matter) to pronounce by just looking at
the letters. Rather, pïnyïn is a transcription system which unambiguously represents the standard
pronunciation of any Mandarin syllable. To use pïnyïn, it is necessary to understand the special
value that the letters have within the pïnyïn system.

Note also that there is not a one-to-one correspondence between pïnyïn letters and Mandarin
sounds. For example, some single sounds are represented by two letters (ng, zh, etc.); some
single letters represent two sounds (e.g. o in some cases); one letter can represent different
sounds in different contexts (e.g. i and u); and some letters do not represent any sounds (e.g. w, y
in some cases). But, when combined into syllables, the symbols become unambiguous if you
understand the rules.
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Chinese syllables are usually described as having three parts: (1) an initial consonant; (2) a
final consisting of vowels and ending consonants; (3) a tone. We will look at the pïnyïn
representations of these three parts.

The INITIALS of Mandarin in pïnyïn:

b p m f labials (produced with the lips)
d t n l alveolars (produced with the tongue tip just behind the

upper teeth)
z c s dentals (produced with the tongue tip at the root of the

upper teeth)
zh ch sh r retroflexes (produced with the tongue tip curled up toward

the roof of the mouth)
j q x palatals (produced with the flat center of the tongue against

the roof of the mouth)
g k h velars (produced with the root of the tongue against the

back of the roof of the mouth)

A syllable may also have no initial consonant, in which case it is said to have the zero initial.

All 21 of these symbols represent distinct consonants in Mandarin. Depending on your native
language, you may have difficulty distinguishing some of them.

English speakers often have difficulty distinguishing the retroflexes (zh ch sh) from the
palatals (j q x), since both sound similar to English sounds like jeep, cheese, shirt.

Cantonese speakers often have difficulty distinguishing the alveolars (z c s) from the palatals
(j q x), since Cantonese does not distinguish these sounds (e.g. zou and jou are both possible
pronunciations of the word ‘early’).

Speakers of non-Mandarin dialects and of many Mandarin dialects often have difficulty
distinguishing the retroflexes (zh ch sh) from the alveolars (z c s). Pronouncing retroflexes as
alveolars is one of the most recognizable features of southern dialects of Mandarin, such as that
spoken in Taiwan, in which someone might say wô sì zöngguórén instead of wô shì
zhöngguórén.

Additionally, some speakers of southern dialects may have difficulty distinguishing n and l,
or distinguishing f and h before u. They may therefore confuse nán with lán, or hú with fú.
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The FINALS of Mandarin in pïnyïn:

i2, i3 e a ei ai ou ao en an eng ang er
i ie ia iou iao in ian ing iang (y-)
u uo ua uei uai uen uan ong uang (w-)
ü üe ün üan iong (yu-)

The pronunciation of these finals is mostly straightforward (but see below for an explanation
of i2, i3). What is complicated about the finals are a number of pïnyïn spelling rules, which affect
many of the finals in the chart:

• When ü appears after palatals j, q, x, it is written u. (When it appears after n or l it is still
written ü.) Examples: � j+üe = jue; v q+ü = qu; Ç x+üan = xuan; é n+ü = nü; È l+ü = lü

• When i, u, and ü occur without an initial and there is no following vowel, they are written
yi, wu, and yu respectively. Examples: Y Ø+i = yi; Ä Ø+u = wu; à Ø+ü = yu; ¾ Ø+in = yin;
É Ø+ün = yun

• When i, u, or ü occur without an initial but with another vowel following, these three
sounds are written y, w, and yu respectively. Examples: Ê Ø+ian = yan; � Ø+uang = wang; \
Ø+üan = yuan

• When uo appears after labials b, p, m, f, it is written o. Compare Ë b+uo = bo and V
d+uo = duo.

• When uei appears after an initial, it is written ui. Compare î d+uei = dui and ¿ Ø+uei =
wei.

• When iou appears after an initial, it is written iu. Compare ö l+iou = liu and � Ø+iou =
you.

• When uen appears after an initial, it is written un. Compare ' ch+uen = chun and �
Ø+uen = wen.

Three different sounds are written with the letter i:

• After alveolars z, c, s, the letter i represents an alveolar vowel. Example: T z+i2 = zi

• After retroflexes zh, ch, sh, r, the letter i represents a retroflex vowel. Example: � ch+i3 =
chi

• Everywhere else, the letter i represents the normal sound associated with this letter.
Example: p n+i = ni

English speakers may have difficulty distinguishing ü (which does not occur in English but is
found in French and German) from u, especially since because of spelling rules ü is often written
u. The general rule is: u after j, q, x is pronounced ü; yu is always pronounced ü; u anywhere else
is pronounced u.

Speakers of many dialects (including Taiwan Mandarin) may have difficulty distinguishing
in from ing, as in the difference between ¶ jïn and í jïng. (This difference is similar to that
found between English sin and sing.) Some speakers of other dialects may also have difficulty
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distinguishing en from eng.



��������  (Lessons 8-14) Appendix 3

The TONES of Mandarin in pïnyïn

1st tone 2nd tone 3rd tone 4th tone neutral tone
(high level) (high rising) (low dipping) (falling)

¯ ´ ˇ ` (no mark)

Mandarin is commonly said to have four tones. In fact, standard Mandarin has five. The fifth
or neutral tone is short and light. Unstressed particles (such as � de, i le, Ì ne, � ma) are
always pronounced in the neutral tone. Unstressed syllables of words are also pronounced in the
neutral tone, while in other Mandarin dialects they may retain their full stress and original tone.
(For example, �	 xîhuan in standard Mandarin but xîhuän in many Mandarin dialects.)

The tone mark is always placed over the main vowel. If there is more than one vowel, you
can identify the main vowel as the vowel that can be prolonged when uttering the syllable; or as
the vowel which is not i, u, or ü. (In syllables such as dui or liu, the main vowel is actually the
unwritten e and o respectively; in these cases the tone mark goes over the last vowel: duì, liù).

PRACTICE

Write pïnyïn for the following characters.
zh vs. z:

ê ______ / ______ � ______ Ï ______ Í ______ K ______
ch vs. q:

ª ______ × ______ ¨ ______ D ______ � ______ ( ______
s vs. sh vs. x:

� ______ � ______ | ______ 0 ______ 1 ______ æ ______
i vs. i2 vs. i3:

� ______ T ______ � ______ � ______ F ______ Ñ ______
iou and uei (with and without initials):

� ______ k ______ ö ______ : ______ ¿ ______ � ______
in vs. ing:

Z ______ ö ______ I ______ z ______ ë ______ ó ______
u vs. ü:

Î ______ é ______ Ä ______ � ______ # ______ È ______

ON YOUR OWN

Identify which sounds and spellings give you the most trouble.  In terms of sounds, listen to
the course tapes as the vocabulary lists are read aloud, and try to pick out the sounds you have
trouble distinguishing.  Work on identifying them without looking at your textbook, then check
your answers.

For spelling problems, it is important to become familiar with reading and writing pïnyïn.
When you learn vocabulary, cover  the characters with a sheet of paper and read the pïnyïn aloud
for practice.  Then check yourself against the tape.  If you pay attention to pïnyïn transcriptions,
you will gradually acquire an instinct for which combinations of letters are possible and which
are not.  Once the impossible combinations start looking strange to you, you will be less likely to
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produce nonexistent pïnyïn syllables.


